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tanning Underwaylor
New Exits At Auditorium
By GENE MeCU'TCHEON
Editor
Murray State University officials
have inittated planning that should lead
to the construction of two additional
exits from Lovett Auditorium on the
campus in response to a recent order
cutting the allowable seating in the
facility to less than half its capacity.
"We're primarily in the brain-
storrning process right now," campus
planning director Larry Bartlett said.
"We will soon start on actual plans for
the additional access ways."
Murray Fire Inspector Phil Owens
has limited the seating in the 2,586-seat
auditorium to 1,209 personi due to the
requirements of the Kentucky Stan-
dards of Safety. Those regulations,
according to Owens, are based on the
number of available exits. Owens said
the regulations require ample exits to
evacuate the building in one minute, 40
seconds.
Two additional exits from the
auditorium have been recommended.
MSU president Dr. Constantine
(Deno) Curris said the building "has
been in operation for fifty years and
we've never had any problems with the
adequacy of exits to accomodate the
2,600 people that can be seated in the
auditorium.
"The building has not changecl but
the fire marshal's regulations have
changed resulting in what was once an
adequate buildipg now being termed
less than adequate," Curris said.
Curris said the university is carefully
studying the options in providing the
additional exits. and pointed out that
"any changes to the basic structure of
older buildings, particularly one which
relies on exterior walls for con-
siderable support of the structure,
must be cOnsidered and the-full impact
of any changes precisely measured."
Curris and Bartlett both indicated
that the plans should be designed so as
not to compromise the architectural
Integrity of the-facility.
Bartlett said he hopes at least one of
the additional exits can be designed to
-provide access to the building by
handicapped persons. Preliminary
indications, he said, point to installing a
ramp-type exit on the Faculty Hall
(west) side of Lovett Auditorium.
"Quite a number of the buildings on
campus require alterations to ac-
camodate the handicapped, let alone
meet fire code regulations," Bartlett
said. "We win he trying to get both in at
the same time," he added.
Both Curris and Bartlett said the
-Offierats_rei7Witit And -- --
See On Arena Admissions
Murray State University officials
plan to assume a "wait and see"
posture In dealing with the 5,550 limit on
seating capacity imposed by the
Kentucky Fire Marshal's office on the
MSU fielcihouse.
Athletic director Johnny Reagan said
Wednesday today that the university
plans "to cooperate fully with the fire
marshal's order" but that presently
"we're more concerned with getting
people in (to see the Racer basketball
games)."
The attendance limit imposed by the
fire marshall is only 41 less than the
5,591 total seating capacity of the
fieldhouse. Reserved seats — both
chair and bleacher seats — account for
1,811 of the total available according to
sports information director Doug
Vance. The remaining 3,739 seats in the
fieldhouse are set aside for student and
general admission ticket holders.
"Of ceurse we're hoping we'll get
5,550 people in there," Reagan said,
adding that in the event of a capacity
crowd general admission and student
ticket holders would be admitted on a
university would move as swiftly as
possible on the Lovett project but
neither could pinpoint a target date for
the completion of the additional exits.
Library Check Noted
Dr. Richard Gray, vice president for
administrative services, said today
that to his knowledge, the university
has not been notified of any deficiencies
found in a recent inspection of the new
Harry. Lee Waterfield Library facility
on the campus by state fire marshal
• officials.
"I have heard that they have made an
inspection and noted several
deficiencies," Gray said, but added
that he has not been contacted by the
fire marshal's office on the matter.
Murray Fire Chief Jackie Cooper,
verified that an inspector from the state
fire marshal's office visited the
building last Friday and indicated that
some deficiencies were noted. Cooper
said he would expect that MSU will be
notified of the problems in question by
letter. • •
1
first-Come first-served basis. Reagan
said that when the 5,550 person limit is
reached, no more fans will be allowed
in the fieldhouse
Solicitors for reserved seat season
tickets are to Meet neat week, Reagan
said. Reserved chair seats are $5 each
(865 for the season) and reserved
bleacher seats are ;4 each ($52 for the
season). General admission tickets at
the gate will sell for $3 and stedept.,
admissions will sell for $2.
In addition to the ticket price, each
reserved chair seat requires a 850
donation to the Racer Club which
automatically makes the ticket holder a
member of that booster organization.
The problems posed- by the limited
capacity of the present fieldhouse
should be solved by the construction of
a new sports arena on the campus but,
as yet, no date for that future project
has been set.
Planning for the new sports arena
was authorized by Gov. Julian Carroll
in April of this year but, to date, an
architect has not be appointed to draw
those plans.
Other Campus Projects
Bartlett also touched on other
campus projects including Wells Hall,
the new student center, and new tennis
facilities. He said the $1.7 million Wells
Hall renovation is nearing completion
in anticipation of a Nov. 18 rededication
program on the campus.
Wells Hall, originally constructed as
a women's dormitory in 1924-25, has
been renovated to holise the office of the
university president, And _other ad-
ministrative offices.
"We're moving right along on the
student center," Bartlett said, "and are
about to complete work on our new
tennis courts."
- The eight new tennis courts are
•located on the north side of the campus
near the married • housing complex.
Bartlett reported that color surfacing
on the courts is down and that fencing is
expected to be completed within a
couple of weeks. Room is available for
the addition of four more courts at a
later date.
Ifairerstock Named New _inside today 
Tappan General Manager
E. J. Haverstock has been appointed
to the position of vice president for
manufacturing and general manager of
the Murray operation effective im-
mediately according to an an-
nouncement made Wednesday af-
ternoon by J. M. Ringler, vice president
and general manager of the appliance
division of Tappan. ,
"In this position, his prime respon-
sibility is to continue the rebuilding of
the Murray plant's reputation as one of
the finest and most efficient of ap-
pliance manufacturing plants,"
Ringler said in making the an-
nouncement. "In addition, he will serve
as a senior consultant to the appliance
division on manufacturing problems,"
he added.
Haverstock has been with the Tappan
Company since 1961, when he started as
manufacturing services manager in the
Mansfield, Ohio, operation. Since then,
he has served as corporate manager of
manufacturing services, vice president
Light Plane Crashes
Southeast Of Murray
. A single-engine light airplane
crashed yesterday about three and one-
half miles southeast of Murray off the
old Murray-Paris Road near Miller's
Crossroads. The crash occurred around
• dusk, according to reports.
The pilot of the plane, James Field of
Chicago, was unhurt. He was repor-
tedly on his way to Florida and had
landed in Murray to visit a friend..
Johnny Parker, manager of the
Murray-Calloway County Airport, said
this morning that he understood the
plane landed in a muddy field and bent
--i-theiseepellash- eaki-ihn  sac.* seas:




of operations of the Nautilus Division,
general manager of the Murray
operation, and in his most recent
position, vice-president.-manufacturing
of the appliance division in Mansfield.
, In making an announcement con-
cerning the appointment to employees,
William S. Renter, manager of em-
ployee relations, said: "This is a dif-
ficult and important assignment. It can
result in success only if E. J. has the
help and support of everyone at the
Murray plant and within the company.
I know that you will all give him your
full support."
"Naturally I'm happy to be back in
—Murray," .1.1aversteek said this mor-
ning when asked about the assignment.
Haverstock previously served as
general manager of the Murray
operation from August 1969 to July 1973,
when he was transferred to Mansfield.
Haverstock said the plant is now
producing 1,400 units per day and
employs 779 hourly and 120 salaried and
rierieat personnel, a total of 690 an the
payroll
GARBAGE TRUCK OVERTURNS — A Murray policeman is shown here compiling a report on a truck accident that
Itt.a Murray State University sanitation truck overturned for about an hour Wednesday .afternoon along side U.S.
1. Driver ofthe sanitation truck was Gene Kirnbro. He was uninjured, police 'aid. Murray Police indicated Kimbro,
28, was traveling south on U.S. 641 when a pickup driven by Joe Thompson, 38, General ,Delivery, Hardin, pulled
from an access road onto the highway. Kimbro attempted to stop but couldn't and hit Thompson's vehicle in the
left rear. The sanitation truck then landed in a ditah and overturned, police said. The incident led to a re-routing of
traffic along the busy highway while workmen attempted to turn the vehicle upright Staff Photo 8 Lowell Atchley
Special Court Sessi6n Slated
Two defendants charged with
separate murders are expected to face
trial during a special Calloway County
Circuit Court session slated to begin
Monday.
Court officials say Hal B. Cathey, a
24-year-old countian charged with the




Calloway County Court Clerk Marvin
Harris said today a school board
member on the ballot in Tuesday s
General Election has received 85' ad-
ditional votes previously not reported.
Harris said the votes go to Walter
Byars, a school board incumbent
running unopposed in District 1.
"After we were reviewing our
tabulations of the election, just before
certification, we found the Hazel
precinct was not on the unofficial
sheet," Harris said. He indicated the
error came Tuesday night when
election officials were opening and
reading the precinct tabulations. "We-
simply didn't read that one," he said.
Byars was previously reported to
have received 65 votes, but according to
Harris` he now haft 150 votes.
He noted that many' voters didn't
bother to vote for candidatea running
for school board. "People should vote
even for school board members who
don't have opposition. People need to




Sunny and a little warmer
today. Highs in the low and mid
60s. Clear and not quite so cool
tonight Lows in the low 40s.
Friday mostly sunny and warmer
:with highs in the upper 60s to
• around 70.
Two Sections-22 Pages
The Murray State football team leads the Ohio Valley
Conference in total offense, but it factis a potent Ego:tern ment Association as principal speaker.
Illinois squad Saturday in Charleston, M. For a preview of A highlight of the evening will be the
the game, see today's sports section, pages 8-A, 10-A, 11-A, naming of the local "Citizen of the
today's index 
Year," selected annually by secret
ballot of the chamber members. Walt
Classifieds 







- banquet hall in the Murray State
6:30 p.m. on Wednesday, Nov.15 at the
University Student Center on N. 10th— —
The annual banquet will be held at
chamber activities.
is also expected to present a report on
Tickets may be obtained--from any-
Chamber president Leonard Vaughn
Dear Abby 
Garrott's Galley 
. • board member or at the Chamber oft
Horoscope • 4-A ' This year's-event carries the theme 
flee. Tickets are $4.50 each and none
LocalScene .... 3-A, 3-A, 4-A, 5-A !It Salute To Industry" and will feature 
will be available at the door. Dress for
Opinion Page 4--  ----James T. Catlett, executive director of 
the event is optional and everyone is
Sports 8-A;11-A, 12-A South Kentucky Industrial Develop- 
invited to attend.
University coed, Vicki McChesney, is
expected to go on trial Monday.
Commonwealth Attorney Ron
Christopher said today a motion
hearing was held in connection with the
case, but he indicated jury selection for
the trial will probably been as planned
Monday.
Also, James Miles, a Texas man
charged with the shooting death of
Penny Schoon in mid-August, is slated
to go on trial Dec. 13.
According to Christopher, other trials
set for the special term include:
— Nov. 20, Wayne Dedmon, Danny
Todd and Gary Herndon, charged with
three counts each of theft and one count
of arson;
— Nov. n, Jerry Harnman, first
degree sexual abuse;, and Peggy
Caskey, uttering a forged prescription;
— Nov. 30, Jerry Eldridge, theft of a
value over 8100; Albert Defossez, theft
of a value over $100; and John C.
Turner, third degree burglary;
— Dec. 5, Jerry Musgrove;
— Dec. 6, Merritt Lawson and Randy
Lawson;
According-th drcuit cotirt officials,
jurors' called for the session include:
Johnny Cannon, Donald Burke,
Jeanette Fain, Carleen Belcher,
Wafford Sautel, Bernice Wilfred, Ella
Mae Quertermous, Max Brandon,
Virginia Sue Converse, W.C. Ragsdale, Susan Crass, Calloway County youth
mydenoRickman, Ray Sobieski, Peggy- -chairman, will accompany Mrs.,
• Blankenship and will attend theBillington, Gerald Walker, Rebecca
Lowery, Clay Adams and David . .banqmuetainantadinaing sesysiounthonp̀ Zrarns in"Org nizing
Hedspeth; and 
Also, 9rea Nell Bumphis, Eugene Red Cross."
Chaney, Leslie Furches, Robert Put-
toff, David Keller, M.C. Garrott,
Jimmy Ford, Paul Scott, Anita
Thomas, Joanna Sykes, Barbara
Priddy, Norine Winter, Judith Kimfro
and Audra Moody;
Larry Woodall, Douglass Swarm,
Janice Austin, Steven Beatty,
Willowdean Walker, Euple Ward,
Stuart Poston, Dan McDaniel, Loretta




Jean Blankenship, executive director
tt thetallaway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross, will be one of the
panelists Friday at a joint conference of
the Kentucky and Tennessee Divisions
of tbe American Red Cross. Subjects
include "How to Effectively Use Key
Community People" and "Financing
the Red Cross."
The conference, titled "Teamwork in
-the- e--Red Clubs," will be held-Nov.
10-11 at the Admiral Benbow Inn in
Nashville. A sharing of information and
ideas for self-help for chapters of all
sizes using panelists and resource







Mayor Designates Nov. 5-11 As
Deaf Awareness Week In Murray.
Deaf Awareness Week is being ob-
served Nov. 5-11 in Murray according to
a proclamation signed Monday by,
Mayor Melvin B. Henley._
The proclamation states that the
invisible handicap of deafness affects
220,000 citizens in Kentucky, which is
the first state west of the Allegheny
Mountains to serve deaf people. More
than 10 percent of all children and
adults in the United States have speech,
language or hearing impairments so
severe that their educational, ,
vocational, personal and social func-
tioning are atversely affected.
However, most deaf Americans are
self-supporting, contributing citizens
employed in a wide range of oc-
cupations_ 
Lipreading is only a partial solution
to deafness. A deaf "listener" can
perceive only 30 to 40 percent of the
sounds of spoken English by looking at
the-lips of a speaker. The burden of
communication is on the deaf person
who must often guess at the remainder
of the message.
The meet-raiialge-=eneottis of -
munication with a deaf citizen is by pad
and pencil. Such written com-
munication will reduce any guesswork
and anxiety for the deaf person.
The terms -deaf-mute" and "deaf
and dumb" are archaic and considered
offensive by many deaf people. Most
deaf people have normal vocal organs
and are taught to use them in their
speech classes.
However, because they are unable to
hear their (own voices, deaf persons
cannot modulate them like normally
hearing persons. Even after years of
training, deaf people may have speech
that is initially unintelligible to the
average person.
The deaf may choose to communicate
manually through sign language. A
course ai. sign language. is taught
locally through the department of
rehabilitation at Murray State
University.
The state Bureau of Rehabilitation
Services provide numerous services to
assist deaf adults in obtaining em-
ployment. Those wishing further in-
formation concerning this assistance
should -contact Leah Hatt. 76203371,
!the Murray office.
•
Monday k Deadiine For
Chamber Banquet Tickets
The deadline for buying tickets for
the annual Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce annual banquet
is Monday, Nov. 13, James L. Johnson,
executive vice president of the
organization reminded today.
AINARENESS•WEtk-'— Maya Melvin Henley is taught the sign -•
language universal sign for 'I love you' by Leah Hart, left, Dr. Glen Hendren,
right, and Danny Duncan, seated on desk, The week of Nov. 5-11 has been
proclaimed as Deaf Awareness Week in Murray by Mayer Henley. Mrs.'
Hart works for the Kentucky Bureau' of Rehabilitation Services and is a
counselor and registered interpreter for he deaf, while Dr. Hendren is , ,
director of rehabilitation education at Murray State University and a
registered interpreter for, the.deaf. Danny, a deaf child, is enrolled in the
_mg) Frciegics kaol,rdus44411 Ensatippal GkipLen. .
9 Slat Photo by Detpie N. tee
•
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MURRAY-CALLOVS'AY COUNTY Senior Citizens recently held a -Fresh from The Garden" luncheon at the Ellis
Center. A variety of relishes, breads, meats, salads, desserts, and fresh vegetables were served. Attending the lun-
cheon were, left to right, front row. {ma Faiwell, Meda Jackson, DoIke Haley, Tommie Turner, Daisy Wickoff, Alma
Cooper, Opal Reevi,s, Neva Wiggins, Lillie Miller, Elvie Carson. Hazel Locke, Madie Vaughn, Minnie B. Shrader,
Pauline Cooper, Erma Lovett, Trilby Cunningham, Mina Ramsey, Helen Peebles, back row, Johnny Futrell, Vernon
Turner, Rubena Dawes, Ma!lace Dowdy, Willie Emerson, Lela Culp, Audre Lange, Flossie Snow, Haiel Mutt Ethel
Akalki.v.P.L•AdincLausion_suld NAO. Bell. Notpictured but present were Lila Boyd, Hildred Sharp, AmbieHough •
, by Flotine Erwin, Thyra Crawford, Verona Grogan, 4We-tor OFMurray—StInTiii Cut1.tens, andlilllThilTThairMinof -
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MIONO-TPIEMISONIETER" CONTROL
3 Power Levels fOr cooking 11011,5,10
Cooks automatically by lood tempera-
ture—co by trine vtith 604Ain Digrtai
Clock Threr Microwave Cookbook
mcluded
Regular Price $43995








COmbenations 4 Cycles. including
Permanent Press Pollester Knit
Filter-Flo' *Ash System
Regular Price S399 95 -





GE OLJALITY18UILT e-r- SELF-
CLEANING OVEN RANGE WITH
BEAUTIFUL LIGHTED GLASS
CONTROL PANEL
Oven cleams itself autornaticaiiy
electricalty Easy-Set Oven Timer and
Clock Oven Interior bore Infirute .
heat controls for surface units
14egular Price 529 95
Less "SALE" $40.00 DISCOUNT
-Yett-PAY $45995
ONLY
with each G.E. Appliance
Sale of $200.00 or more
GE QUALITY-BUILT
17.6 CU. FT. NO-FROST
REFRIGERATOR! FREEZER
with Adjustableir helves
Big 4.65 Cu' ft. freezer. Energy-
Saver Switch. Meat Keeper.
Rolls out on wheels.Optional








GE OUAUTY-SUISI POTSCRUBBER •
BUILT-IN DaINVIASNER
5 cycles inciuding Power Scrub'
Energy-Sayler Cycle tor neat-oft •
drymg $tift Food Disposer
Tab' inte,or
Regular Price $379.95
Less "SALE': tut nit











Automatic SOOSOC COnir01 wrtn
Signal, monitors temperatures
-tererineVIAI cycle ernen ctottles are
dry • Up-Front Lint Frfter • Porcelain
Enamel-Drum • Large Loading Pon
Regular Price $289 95






YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS, OWNERS
212 F.0” MAIN ST. PHONE 753-15PS
HEALTH,1. Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
Changes with senility
By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — What
has happened to my hus-
band? lie is 75 and for about 
10 years he has been getting
worse until he totters on his
legs, looks 96 and is so
hellish, brutally mean,
insulting, self-centered, abu-
sive, and generally senile
that it has spoiled any enjoy-
ment we could ever have. He
is not happy unless he is
marking me miserable.-- -- --
My nervous system can
hardly take this beating. At
times I think I cannot live
through it, with all the re-
sponsibility falling upon me
while he saps my strength
by keeping me upset by
name-calling, sneers, verbal
abuse and accusations.
Even when I am sick he
abuses me. He thinks I am
trying to do something to
him, am dishonest, big
mouth and abusing him
when he is the one doing it
all.
I have a kind, good dispo-
sition and have tried to help
him, but nothing ever
pleaseS him. Isn't age
''hell"? I am a few years
younger than he. I am keen,
capable, active and don't
even have gray hair. Is there
any help for him? I cannot
get him to see anyone about
it. He thinks everyone else is
crazy.
DEAR READER — I in-
cluded your letter in my
column because it points up
a basic problem that older
people have and which is not
often discussed. Sometimes
there are horrendous per-
sonality changes when a per-
son becomes senile.
Some of these _changes are
directly related td funda-
mental changes in the cells
of the brain. Others are a
-direct result of poor circula-
tion to the brain caused by
disease of the arteries. In
either case, the end result is ,
a personality change. This
change can really mean that
a _person is "living with an
individual - who is entirely
different from the person he
or she had previously
known.
You are absolutely right.
It is hard sometimes to get
people who suffer the conse-
quences of these changes to
seek medical attention. For-
tunately,  there are some
medicines which e p in
these situations. But they
don't help much if you can't
get the person to see the
-doctor.
The nervousness, agita-
tion, depression and anxiety
that some older people feel
because of these changes
--can-sometimes- bw-relieved1-1.-
and this may, in some cases,
result in a marked shift in
personality back toward the
--person's original self. I am
afraid that we have not
really addressed ourselves
as to what to do about these
problems in our society.
It's hard to make even
young people with good
heads do things that they
should do about their health.
It's almost impossible to get
people who have distur-
bances in their normal intel-
lectual functions to seek the
help they need.
It's hard to impose medi-
cal examinations and -treat-
ments on people because it's
-good for them," when they
don't want it. The unfor-
tunate part is that they may
be too ill to appreciate the
point that they need help.
I wish that I did have a
ready answer to your ques-
tion. I don't, and neither will
anyone else until society
comes to grips with these
kinds of problems so we can
at least use the medical aids
that have been developed at
this point. Certainly, they
won't help in all cases, but
they can help in some.
On a happier note, you
don't have to look forward to
a bleak existence in your
later years. To give you
information on where we are
on our knowledge of aging, I
am' sending you The Health
Letter number 1-7, Perpet-
ual Youth, Aging., Others
who want this is/be can send
50 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed en-
velope for it. Address your
letter to me in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
Free Chimney Inspections
Find out for certain if your chimney is
safe or if it is coated with dangerously
flammable creosote., Fires in chimneys
and stove pipes caused 3 million dollars
worth of damage last year. Next year
we will -Charge for-inspections, so take
advantage of this offer today.
— Magic Nat
Chimney Sweeps
Murray, ky; . 759-4176
OFFER GOOD IN CALLOWAY COUNTY ONLY!
'Pine Needles' Lesson Subject
At Meeting Of Coldwater Club
Mrs. Dewey 13azzell opened
her home for the meeting of
the Coldwater Homemakers
Club held on Oct. 10 at twelve
noon. A lesson on "Pine
Needles" was presented.
Articles completed by the
members since the September
meeting were place mats, ice
tea glass coasters, miniature
made from detergent bottles,
and a basket containing
nature's flowers using -cent
shuck daisies with sweet gum
balls for the center and rabbit
tobacco for a filler.
Mrs. John William Kendall
whooperates a sh_op, Bettie's
Place in Graves County, took
one of the place mats with
hand made poinsettias and
quickly made a Christmas
door decoration. She also
showed how she made silk
arrangements for weddings
and had each person preseill
to make a rose. Some mem-
bers also made poinsettia,
and carnations.
The president, Mrs. Dan
Baztell, presided. Visitors
also present were Mrs. Stevie
Crouch and son, Mrs. Delbert
Newsome and daughter,
Heather, and Mrs. Helen
Owens of California who was
gclara Bennett.
Refreshments were served
by the hostess to the 14 per-
sons present. Mrs. Vivian
Adams- who was ill was the
only member absent.
The November meeting will
be held in the home of Mrs.
-Bobbie Adams with-the lesson -
to be on "Quilting."
IL 4
The volcano Soufriere
erupted on the Caribbean,
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Waist Sizes 30 fhru 46.
New
shirts
Shipment Men's Flannel 
$699 & $899
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Paschall, and Donna Herndon,
counselors at Calloway
County High School, par-
ticipated in the 21st Annual
State Conference of the
Kentucky Personnel and
Guidance Association held
The conference was co-
sponsored by the Kentucky
Division of Guidance and
Social Work, and the Ken-
tucky Personnel and Gutdance
Association.
"Counseling: - Cooperative
Action" meal the theme of-the
conference which provided
opportunities for counselors to
acquire new skills and
knowledge_to better meet the
changing 'needs of their
clients. Counselors from all
types of agency and school
settings presented and ,par-
ticipated in the conference.
Counselors said the con-
ference featured current
ti-ruth in couruseting,-suctr RS
the special needs of older
persons, one parent families,
increased leisure time, and
rapid career changes.
Workshops and special in-




by Jerry Ainley, principal of




Calloway County Food Service
Association met in the high
school library on Oct. 22 at 7
p.m. with Janice McCuiston,
president, presiding.
14 Freda Armstrong,
secretary, and Rose Walker,
treasurer, gave their reports.
Sherri Garland, chairman of7:25, the program committee,
9:25 made announcements con-


























Dtrector of Food Services
for the Calloway County
System, Joanna Adams, made
some remarks about the
program of work for the year.
She stressed that the first goal
to work for is a 100 per cent
membership.
Films on nutrition were
shown by Mrs. Adams.
Refreshments were fur-
nished by the three elemen-







The Perfect T.Y. For
Your First Console




Warehouse Prices \Open Late
Olympic Plaza-Murray Friday
759-1636
and Jack Rose, superin-
tendent of the Calloway




St. Leo's Women's Guild will
have a fall festival and pot-
pourri on Friday, Nov. 10, in
Gleason Hall, North 12th and
Payne Streets, Murray. Hours
will be from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
At the:meeting held at the
home of Marcella Rung,
chairman, the following ladies
were appointed for the various
concessions:
Theresa Burke, Penny
Cappock, and Sally Gay-
Country Kitchen.










Marcella Rung and Mary
Gertzen-Clothes.
The women urge the public
to attend the festival and





Homemakers Club met at the
home of Joyce Houston on
Tuesday, Oct. 10, at 10 a.m.
with Wanda Henry, president,
presiding.
Debbie Shapla presented the
lesson on "Helping Children
With Emotional Problems."
A potluck lunch was served
at noon.
_Other_ members present
were Wanda Barrett, Carolyn
Enoch, Robbie Hale, Beverly
Vance, Faye Ward, Lynda
Ward, Patricia Ward, and
Dinah Westerman. Two new
members were Gerry Hen-
dricks and Ann Wesson..
The club will meet 'Tuesday,





The Poplar Spring Baptist
Church WMU presented
special singing programs for
the patients at the Westview
Nursing Home and the
residents of Fern Terrace
Lodge for the October
meeting.
Mrs. Louise short played the
piano for the singers who were
Pat Warren, Lori Warren,
Carol Kelly, Shawn Kelly, Cris
Bynum, Pam Cherry, Locus
Cherry, Cloia Campbell, Ruby
Fannin, Kay Taylor, Earl Van
Natter, Sally Van Natter, Otis
Lovins, Muriel Wright, and
Shirley Werts.
A solo was sung by Kay.
Taylor, the devotion was given
by Otis Lovins, and the closing
prayer, was by Earl Van.
Natter. •
II
EMMA SUE HUTSON, local dramatist and business
woman...les:levied the _book WOMEN & MONEY. by
Mary Rogers, for an appreciative funchjeon audience
held at the Public library on Nov. 7. She is pictured with
Mrs. Clarice .Resig, who was congratulating her on the
presentation.







By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
• • a',
Don't you love to watch the
leaves falling down? Yes, I
know some of the pleasure is
taken away when you realize
that you will hive to rake
them all up. But there is
something so gay and
delightful in the way that they
chase each other down to
earth. They remind me of
children playing in the wind.
You can almost hear them
shout in glee as they sail
down.
The whole out-of-doors is so
very interesting right now.
The freshly cleaned flower
beds, the trimmed shrubs and
roses, the air of preparation
for winter that is in the air ...
all seem to say that there is a
change on the way. The'
lushness of late summer
takes- on new color, new at-
mosphere. The chrysan-
themum takes the place of the
marigold and the rose The
smell of freshly turned earth
pervades the air.
Squirrels are hurrying
around looking for anything
they can hoard for the winter.
Birds are pecking around to
find the last grub worm or
holly berry that has escaped
them thus far.
I haven't heard any geese
..or_ducks flying south, but I
am sure they are on their way
to a land of sunshine and
warmth.
But since I am not a bird, I
have no desire to escape to
Florida for the colder mon-
ths. As much as I dislike the
ice and extreme cold, I love
the changing seasons. Each
season brings its own delights
and there is so much to see in
each one.
Growing things are dif-
ferent, colors are different
and each phase passes so
quickly that we rarely have
time to get tired of any one of
them. There is always the
next month to look forward to
in anticipation. We never
know what will happen and it
is always exciting and well
worth waiting for.
Anticipation. is part of a
gardener's life. We plant seed
or bulbs and I, for one, can
hardly wait to see just what it
is going to look like. I planted
Dutch Iris Bulbs a couple of
weeks ago, and I am seeing,
in my mind's eye, great
stalks of lovely blossoms.
Sometimes we fail,
sometimes we gacceed, but
the wonder of it all is not in
succeeding, but in doing. Just,-
doing something and then. .
awaiting the results. Patience
is a necessary characteristic.
We plant, then we wait and
see.
But we know while the
winter winds blow and ice
covers the ground, Nature is
at work, preparing every
plant and seed and bulb for,
beauty in the spring. So let's
plant, then sit back in an-







Jeremy A. Allison, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Term., Mrs. Dorothy
R. Colister, 213 Green, Fulton,
Mary J. Conchin, Rt. 3, Bx.
283, Murray, Mrs. Christine
Laird, Rt. 2 S. Fulton, Tenn.,
Mrs. Doralyn F. Lanier, 1510
Glendale Rd., Murray, John.
T. Miller, 1511 Dudley Dr.
Murray, Mrs. Mary E. Neeble
CLOSEOUT SALE
On ALL Children's Shoes
Shoe Loft
Formernriml•iiiiatteltM.









Mr. & Mrs. Roberts To
Be Honored Sunday
Mr. and Mrs: Randy Roberts who were married Nov. 4 at
Spring lake, N. C., will be honored At a reception and open
house on Sunday, Nov. 12, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Gerry
Requarth, 1107 Main Street, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to call between the
hours of 2 to 4 p.m.
The recent bride ,is the former Beth Hanna, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Hanna of Spring Lake, N. C.
Mr. Roberts, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Roberts of
Livonia, is employed at-Parker- Ford-, inc., -Murray-.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Roberts of Murray Route 5 are his paternal
grandparents.
The newly ittarried couple is now residing in Calloway
County.
Paschall Scene Meeting Of
Gladys Williamson Group
Mrs. Laura Paschall opened
her home to the Gladys
Williamson Group of the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
on Tuesday, Nov. 7, at 7 p.m.
Mrs. Becky Nance,
president, presided and Mrs.
Gail Turner led in prayer.
The mission project for the
month of November and
December was discussed and
the group decided to follow the
recommendations of the
missions committee. Each
member was also reminded to
being a stocking stuffer for the
child sponsored by the group.
It was announced that the
Christmas Party would be
held at the home of Mrs.
Denecia Lovins.
Mrs. Lucretia Thompson





n4406E Coe/WAYS ARE Ci
IN F56RuAlrY, Wan 50111
MILMNI glafoRS-
IPIZa5IDENT., •
43:1-11, and Mrs. Becky Nance
led in prayer.
Mrs. Susie Cathey opened
the program with scriptures
on Thanksgiving. Wall
hangings were made to send to
some shut-ins of the church.
Following the.program Mrs.
Paschall served refreshments
to: Mrs. Nance, Mrs. Penny
Morgan, Mrs. Becky Vance,
Mrs. Lucretia Thompson.
Mrs. Cathey, Mrs. Susie Scott,
Mrs. Turner, Mrs. Lovins, and
Mrs. Mary Janice Cooper.
On May 16, 1866 a five cent
coin first appeared in Ameri-
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and Baby Girl, Bx, 905, Cadiz,
Mrs. Cora M. Pritchett, Rt. 1,
Alrno, Mrs. Kathy Schnautz,
Rt. 1 Bx. 101, Hazel, Talmadge
Sims, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Vonda M. Smith, Rt. 3 Bx. 131
Paris, Tenn., Jackie Stub-
blefield, 819 N. 19th, Murray,
Ralph H. Williams, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., William E.
Mart, Rt. 6 Bx. 172 Cadiz,
Mrs. Zera Jones, 907 Pogue,
Murray, Mrs. Flossie M.
Outland, 1303 Vine, Murray,
Mrs. Meda 0. Outland, 709
Elin, Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth







(Judy), P. 0. Box 12, /Shim,
Baby Girl Harrison
(Frankie), 155 Tice Rd.,
Mayfield.
Dismissals
Mrs. Martha A. Wallace, Rt.
1, Big Rock, Tenn., Johnny W.
Canup, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.
Cozy Garland, Rt. 1, Murray,
Mrs. Mary R. Pierce, 603 N.
16th, Murray, Mrs. Mary A.,
Bogard, 305 Oakdale Dr.,
Murray, Michael T. Gollihue,
Rt. 1, Bx. V6, Farmington,
Joy A. Anderson, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Mrs. Judy Stubblefield and
flyTp 0, B. 'T2, Alrno,
Mrs. Sandra K. Bynum, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Patricia A. Scott,
Rt. 8 Bx. 1120, Murray, Mrs.
Jimmie L Stubblefield, Rt. 5
Ea- 418, Murray, Maisie. 
Seay, Rt. 1, Calvert City, Mrs.
Ethel Collie, Rt. 2 Bx. 35,
Murray, Mrs. Hilda L.
Maupin, 841 Hurt Dr., Murray,
George ,W. Sparks, Rt. 2,,
Cottage Grove, Term, Mrs.
Belle E. Henley, 517 Anderson,
Mayfield, Mrs. Marcile T.
Realwilak ILW Da
Ter111., Arvin McCiilidon, Rt 6












Because a woman dresses
to match her mood, it's
only natural that we match her
with the perfect dress. Were
coricemed not only with how a woman
looks to rifPrers, but also how she
looks to herself At Bright's, we
have on aidortmeilt of the latest
ond most stylish dresses for your
every mood Come r, today you'll





_ is available in rust,
mahogany or black leather
brown suede The leather boot







By Abigail Van Buren
ten bp,>.caso TrAwn• #41 Y Norms Syna Ittc
DEAR ABBY: My daughter-iniaw and I are separated by
3..000 miles. I never visit unless she invites me. She and my
son have been married for 10 years and Fm invited for one
week every year. • - -
A half hour after my arrival, my daughteriolaw goes into
her bedroom and leaves me with her two children, 7 and 8.
Two hours later my son comes horne and inform me that his
wife has a headache.
I prepare the evening meal and my son takes his wife hers
on a tray. This goes on every day until I lea -There is
never any communication between us. She stays locked up
in her room until I leave. She hardly says hello, and she
never says goodbye. She doesn't even talk to her children.
She acts as though they aren't there.
How can anyone. be so hateful? She has a beautiful home.
new car, money, clothes, jewelry -everything a woman
could ask for.
This 'sick" routine is a fake. If she doesn't want me to
visit, why does she-invite me? Her letters are so sweet.
__What_is your opininn9
TEARS IN NEW MEXICO
DEAR TEARS: It's obvious that your daughter-hi-law
feels unable to handle any kind of communication with you,
and she refuses to try. Before condemning her, ask your son
what's going on. (She could be in therapy.I For you to have
tolerated her disappearing act for 10 years without asking
for an explanation seems strange. I can't blame you for
shedding tears, but take comfort in the French philosophy:
-To know all is to forgive all.",
DEAR ABBY: Re the man who hired the four teen-age
„bays to mow his lawn and clean his garage. Glad to hear that
,the boys did such a good job. but I wonder whether this man
complied with all the federal and state laws regarding
employment.
Did he get the Social Security number of all four boys?
Did he pay them with four personal checks? He must have
these records for Social Security reports on withholdings if
he pays more than $50 per quarter.for domestic help. In fact,
he should be able to verify or prove that he did not pay more
than $50 per quarter in wages.
Did he pay the four boys all at the same rate of $2.65 per
hour to comply with the federal minim-urn wage law?
Then, too. I wonder whether he was adequately covered,
for accident liability with a private insurance policy or by a
state-operated insurance plan. If t he latter, this would
involve more record keeping.
I am all in favor of employing teenagers. But it is not as
simple as it sounds if you comply with all the laws, keep all
the necessary records, and are adequately covered by
liability insurance.
—1_ R.L.S., MARYSVILLE, OHIO
DEAR R.I....S.: You sound Mho a very competent mesas-
tent. Or a man who's been educated by ass.
CONFIDENTIAL TO -FEELING GUILTY" IN MAT-
TOON, ILL.: Don't feel guilty. No one said it better than
Felix Frankfurter: "There's no highbrow in any lowbrow,
but there's a fair ninOwit of lowbrow in every highbrow."
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding sr a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send $1 and a loin. itamped as cents! self-addressed
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Miss Marisa Ann Rodgers
and Mark Steven Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Gerald Rodgers of-Farmington Route 1
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their youngest daughter, Marisa Ann, to Mark Steven Smith,
— sowoLtdr.and Mrs. Rudy Smith of Kirksey. -
Grandparents of the bride-elect are Mrs. John Stembridge
and the late Raymond Newsom and the late Mr. and Mrs.
'Henry Rodgers.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Wright Hainley and the
late Bessie Hainley, and the late Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Smith.
Miss Rodgers is a 1978 graduate of Farmington High School
and is presently employed at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Mr. Smith, a 1974 graduate of Calloway County
High School, is self-employed as a bricklayer.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, Dec. 9,
at 7 p.m. at the First United Methodist Church, Mayfield. A
reception will follow in the fellowship room of the church.
Only out of town invitations will be sent, and all relatives
and friends are invited to attend.
Crass Home Scene Of Luncheon
Held By Women, Russ'ell' Chapel
The United Methodist
Women of Russell Chapel held
their October.. meeting at the.
-home of Martha Crass with
the following members
present; Lora Wilkinson,
Daisy Wickoff, Ruby Harris,




Outland, Martha Crass, Linda
Kelly, and Rosie Jones:
A potluck luncheon was
served by the hostess, Martha
Crass, and co-hostess, Rosie
Jones.
Mrs. Crass opened the
meeting with prayer and a
special poem. The slate of
officers for the next year was
read: Lora Wilkinson,
president; Lois Sparks, vice
president:- Linda Kelly,
Lake surrounding the. crass
home, Lavine Carter gave the
program on "How" •God is
Revealed in - Nature."
Members ended the program
with the Lord's Prayer.
Rozella Outland closed the
meeting by displaying dif-
ferent crafts to members and
tail* how she made them.
On November 13 Emma Sue
Hutson will be the guest
speaker at the meeting to be
held at the charch with
Martha Crass and Roxie Jones
serving as hostesses.
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign
ARIES 
21 to Apr. 20 ) Intz%
Don't 1st -that lively
imagination run away or you
will be putting round pegs in
square holes and vice versa.
Zero m on the facts - just the
facts.
TAURUS
-(Apt. 21 to May
An admirer of yours is going
to put a good word in the right
ear. It can result in the
recognition you deserve, but
have not yet received. .
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)n"
When it comes to problems,'
don't shy away from help. (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19 ) '••••••
You'll find solutions come T1 Your natural optimism is
second vice 'president; The Parii Road '
Dorothy Sobieski, secretary; Homemakers Club will meet
and Rosie Jones, treasurer. Tuesday,Nov. 14, at 1 p.m. at
While members enjoyed the the home of Amy Wilson. All
beautiful view of Kentucky members are urged to attend,
a club spokesman said.
At the October meeetmg
held at the home of Topsy
prandon, the craft lesson onFor  Music_orus "Latchhook Pillows" wag
• -- presented by Margaret
Roach, craft chairman.
The devotion was given by
Lucille Grogan who discussed
"Special Deeds Done." Sallie
Henson read the minutes and
The Chorus of the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will hold a
rehearsal on Sunday, Nov. 12,,,
at 1 p.m. at the club house.
-9•1-*IkTri1l isOT 1f Amy Wilson directed thethe chorus with Norrine
Winter as the accompanist.
The group will begin
rehearsals for the annual
Christmas program for the
general club meeting, open to
the public, to be held on
Sunday, Dec.' 3, at the club
house.
Mrs. Berrill urges all
members of the department to









Colors: Chocolate, Agate and Slate
Grandmothers We Now Have
Assorted Styles Of Leotards. •
• For Your Little Balearina
recreation.
Mrs. Brandon served cake
and coffee during the social
hour.
Other members present __
were Della Taylor, Louise
Dunn, Ola McIntosh, Alice
Steely,- Mary Alice Gee,
Charlene Curd, Lydia Sue
Collins, and Reble Steely. Two
visitors were Jewell Outland
and Maude Grogan,
more easily if you will consult
a wise and well-disposed
friend.
CANCER
Pune 22 to July 23) 431(2)
What's your hurry? Slow
down and you will get more
done in the long run. Your
lesson for today: Tackle one
job at a time.
LEO
1July 24 to Aug. 23) afg
Allow enough time for the
major task at hand. You have
a tendency to minimize work,
and then you're shocked when
it takes much longer than
anticipated.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Things are not going quite
as smoothly as it might seem.
Be prepared for a few unex-
pected developments in a
romantic or financial matter.
LIBRA'
i Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 )41,-rt
You are tormenting yourself
with suspense. Instead of
wondering. which way things
will go, ask the question that
will resolve the situation one
way or the other.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov 22) Irk eV'
Your stubborn streak can
cause some problems today.
You may have to give in - at
least in a romantic matter.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. Z3 to Dec. 21) au
The season could be the
reason why you have the
blues. Stop feeling alone and
start making an effort to meet
new people.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. n to Jan. 20)w
Family matters are very
much on your mind today. You
can help a close relative to
solve the problem that oc-
cupies all of his time.
AQUARIUS
_put to the test today, but
wisely you don't let a little and
unimportant setback get you
down.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
This working day will take a
lot out of you, but every effort
you make will pay off hand-
somely before too long.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
lover of people, loyal to your
family and friends, depen-
dable in crisis. A streak of
wanderlust in your makeup
gives you a yearning to travel,
meet new people, explore new
places. A nature lover, you
also are very much into the
arts. If you cannot find a
career in the theater, writing,
or music, you will do nicely in
business. Wherever you turn
your talents, you will show a
-strong sense of purpose and
your versatility will prove
invaluable. Birthdate of: Jane
Froman, singer; Richard
Burton, actor; J.P. Marquard,
novelist.
Save 25% on over 1200 patterns from
11 different Style Perfect' Wallcov,ering
Books. Choose from an impressive -
array of styles, patterns and co/ors.
Sale $2.06- 520.21 single roll
reg. 52.75-526.95 (packaged in double rolls)
See our hundreds of in-stock wancovering
patterns-ready to take hornet '
(In-stock wallcovering not available at all stores)
Save $2 on any
Waticovering Tool Kit!
CREATIVE ARTS SPF,AKER — Carol Boar was the
speaker for the October meeting of the Creative. Arts
Department of the Murray Woman's Club, demon-
strating the construction of corn husk dolls and wreaths.
Her display included raffia dolls made by Myra Melson.
Plans for the annual Creative Arts Bazaar to be held
Saturday, Nov. 11, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Murray
Public Library were finalized. Sheila Grogan contest
•chairman, announced department winners from the
recent Kentucky federation of Women's Clubs District
Art and Needlework Contest. First-Place winners were:
jenny Crihfield (needlepoint hanging), Anna Mary
Adams (oil painting) and Lois Keller (rug). Winning
seconds wer.e: Dorothy McKenzie (quilt), Edith Garrison
and Lois Sparks (needlepoint pillows). Third-place win-
ners were: Anna Mary Adams (charcoal drawing) and





Call For Your Appointment
N.( OF11!
We also have a large selection of
frames, and now have one day film
processing.









Satisfaction Guaraateed in the use of these coatings
or your purl has.' price will be refunded.
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CIIMP 502 of the WOW will
4;niaet at the WoodnierrHall at
j1:30 p.m.
Murray Chapter No. 92
ttjtoyal Arch Masons will meet
:eat 1-10 p.m. at the Murray
Lodge Hall.
Welcome Wagon Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the home
of June Carlson, 1512 Kirk-
wood Drive. All newcomers
are invited.
"Meet The Lakers Night"
:erill be the theme of the in-
;Sersquad basketball games at
'Calloway County High School
, with the doors to open at 545
p.m. and games to start at
6:30 p.m. Lakerettes will also
perform. Sponsored by
Calloway County Education




present "The Music Man" at
A. Carman Pavilion, College
Farm Road, at 8 p.m.
Murray Lions Club Radio
Auction will continue on
WNBS from 6:30 toll p.m.
iuNorth Pleasant Grovexnberland ,siotbsbyterianrch VicosC,̀: will have a
nicsgiv.iig potluck at the
thumb.
Independence United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
Homemakers Clubs are
scheduled as follows: Dexter
at Center at 9:30 a.m.;
Racers, Progressive, and
Suburban, places and times'
not released.
Grove 6126 WOW wifi meet




Lecture, sponsored by htSU
Recreation Society, will
feature Ed Henson, Depart-
ment of Education, Frankfort,
on program of Hatfield-McCoy
feud in the Kentucky Moun-
tains at Student Center
Auditorium, at 7:30 p.m. This
is free and open to the public.
Trumpet recital by Dania
Goland°, Jamestown, N. Y.,
will be at 8:15 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State.
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at




led by Wayne Perrin, will
present a concert at 7:30 p.m.
at the Maranatha Christian
Center, North 12th and Olive
Streets.
Astronomy Program, led by
Prof. B. E. Burney and James
Morris will be held at 7 p.m.in





Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Esco Gunter at 1:30 p.m.
Gospel Concert featuring
Goodman Family and
Kingsmen Quartet will be
sponsored by the Calloway
County High School Speech
;ream at the high school gym
at 8 p.m.
Exhibit of graphics and
drawings by Tony Beard and
of photography by Robin Gail
Fredrick will be at Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
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Fall Festival and Potpourri
by Women's guild of St. Leo's
C.athoU Church will be at
Gleason Hall, 401 North 12Th
Street, from 8 a.m. to 6 p.rn.
Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre will
present "Music Man" at A.
Carman PavilUori, -CtIllege-
Farm Road, at 8 p.m.
Coast Guard Auxiliary
Flotilla 27-S will have an open
meeting and educational
program at the Ellis Center at
7 p.m.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9 a.m. for morning shop-
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Saturday, November 11
Murray Postoffice will be
closed in observance of
Veterans Day holdiday. -
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Hale will
be honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the community
room, North Branch of
Peoples Bank, at two p.m.
Holly Berry Bazaar will be
held at the First Presbyterian
Church, 16th and Main
c, Streets.
Annual bazaar of Creative
Arts Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will be from 9
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library.
Southwest Calloway Fall
Festival will be held at the
school with supper at 6 p.m.
and games and fun at 6:30
p.m.
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Kappa will have a luncheon at
noon at the Holiday Inn.
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the DAR will meet
at the home of Mrs. Wells
Purdom, Sr., at 1:30 p.m. with
Hughie Lawsot as
speaker.
Four Wheel Pull, sponsored
by the American Legion, will
be held at Livestock Show and
Exposition Center, Collge





presented the program at the
meeting of the Faith Doran
Circle of the First United
Methodist Church held Oct. 10
at 2 p.m. in the senior youth
room of the c.hurch.
Her topic- Wks "Calvary
Road" by Roy Hession. The
devotion on "Remember To
Look Up" was given by Mrs.
Robert Smith. She read
scripture from Psalms 84:11
and 5:3, and closed with
prayer.
Miss Audie Green expressed
thanks to the circle from the
Orphans Home for money the
circle sends each month. Mrs.
Gee Harrison, chairman,
presided.
During the .social hour the
host esses-Mrs. Vernon
Roberts, Miss Audle Green,
and Miss Meadow Hine-
served refreshments to the 18
members present.
No • -tim ummll - 70.1
7 Sugar & Spice Boutique ,*•.








Nevi Shipment Of I,
Sportswear
•
*inners of Gift Certificates
LOUISE BROOKS, Farmington Ky
rINDA HUNT, Murray Manor
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Saturday, November 11
Coffee by Murray State
University Women's Society
will be from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m.
at the home of Lucy Lilly with
Betty Lyons as cohostess.
Chili supper, sponsored by
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow Girls,
tt-be-served from6to-910
p.m. at the lodge hall. Chili,
pie, and drink will be $1.50 per
person.
Hog Processing will be
shown at Homeplace-1830 In
Land Between the Lakes from
9 a.m. to 5 p.rn
Sunday, November 12
Chorus of Music Depart-
ment of the Murray Woman's
Club will have a rehearsal at
.the,club house at 1 p.m.
TV Documentary' on hunger
on "The Fight for Food" Part
I will be shown on Kentucky
Educational TV at.7 p.m.
Joint recital by Mike Perry,
Paris, bass trombone, and
Michael J. Shore, Savanna,
Ill., vocalist, will be at 2 p.m.




Council, will be at Hart Hall
Coffeehouse from 8 p.m. to
midnight. Admission will be 25
cents.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include
Songbirds At Your Window at
1;30 p.m. and Edible Wild
Foods at 3 p.m., both at Center
Station.
Truth, a touring music
company of 16 members, will
present a concert at the First
Baptist Church, Murray, at
8:30 p.m. Note the later hour
to accommodate members of
other churches following their
services. The public is invited.
Thomas Edison patented an
electrical voice recorder in
1868.
'Stitching And .Stirring' Sale Held At Chapter Meet
Chapter M of the P.E.O.
Sisterhood held iti first
November meeting in the
home of Mrs. A. C. LaFollette
on Monday evening, Nov. 6.
The president, Mrs. Alfred
Lindsey, Jr., conducted the
business meeting with Mrs.
Harlan Hodges, chaplain,
leading the devotions,
The transfer of membership
for Dr. Joan Maupin was
accepted. Plans were made
for the next meeting to be in
the home of Mrs. Jack Vincent
-in Mayfield. •






Tabers, Baby Girl (am.),
Rt. 2, Murray, Terrell, Baby
Boy Valeria), 226 Willow Dr.,
Mayfield.
Dismissals
Mrs. Rose M. Dibble, P.O.
Bx. 425, Hazel, Mrs. Wanda J.
Parker, 735 Vine, Murray,
Billy R. Riley, Rt. 6 Bx. 334A,
Murray, Mrs. Bridgette D.
Smith and Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
New Concord, Mrs. Rhonda F.
Wyatt and Baby Boy, Rt. 7,
Mayfield, Mrs. Patricia A.
Collins and Baby Girl, 1415
Poplar, Murray; Melissa
Andrews, Rt. 6, Bx. 180, Paris,
Tenn., Eric L Duncan, Bx. 6,
Shady Oaks, Murray, Richard
L. Parrish, Rt. 2 Bx. 115,
Murray, Linda Graves, 512 N.
1st, Murray, James W.
Kenyon, Rt. 7 Bx. 324, Murray,
Mrs. Judith A. Ainley, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Angeiika
Jackson, 148 Berry Camden,
Tenn., Homer R. Saegesser,
1710 Calloway Ave., Murray,
Fox, Baby Boy (Sherial), Rt.





Courtney, Baby Boy (Lisa),
Rt. 1, Sedalia, Canup, Baby
Girl (Mary), 523 W. 12th,
Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Helen Beasley, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Rachael D. Hall, Bx.
405 White Hall,Mureng, mark,
R. Pipkins, Rt. 3, Bx. 133,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Sherry A.
Taylor, Lone Oak Rd., Bx. 4,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Kim A.
Adams, Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Eva C. Hooks, Rt. 2.
Cadiz, Mrs. Debbie K.
Hanunons, 603 College Cts.,
Murray, Richard Cullen, 2103
Gatesborough Circle, Murray,
Tammy L. Angle, Rt. 5, Bx.
2381, Murray, Mrs. Frances B.  
Wilkerson, Rt. 7, Murray
Mrs. Faye R. Etheridge, 1703
Holiday Dr., Murray, Patricia
A. Cobb, Bx. 369, Mayfield,
Prentice T. Ahart, Rt. 4,
Cadiz, Henry L. Windsor, Rt.
1, Dukedom, Tenn., Joseph W.
Hill, Alme, Luther A. Blanton,
506 N. 1st, Murray, Mrs. Ruth
G. Canady, 727 Riley Ct.,
Murray, Lawrence Walters,
Bx. 31 Hardin, Mrs. Mabel AT
Edwards, Hazel.
11-1-78
Adults 136 Nursery 3
No Newborn Admissions
Dismissals
Mrs. Janie R. Baldridge and
Baby Girl, 1616 Kirkwood,
Murray, Mrs. Carolyn S.
Bray, Rt. 4 Bx. 53, Benton,
Mrs. Donna F. Mathis, Rt. 1,
Benton, Mrs. Dorothy S.
Gibson, Rt. 1, Hazel, Bill G.
Forrester, Rt. 1, Union City,
Tenn., Mrs. Lucy G. Quer-
termous, 1606 Main Apt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Lisa A. Tabers
and Baby Girl Rt. 2, Murray,
Mrs. Valeria J. Terrell and
Baby Boy, 226 Willow Dr.,
Mayfield, Mrs. Linda L.
Shorb, Rt. 6 Bx. 272, Paris,
Tenn., Norma J. Baker, Rt. 6
Br. 149, Paris, Tenn., Mary E.
Barrow, 705 Goodman St.,
Murray, Robert A. Colley,
Farmington, Alvie C. Farris,
Rt. 1, Murray, Elisha C.
Mohundro, Bit.' 29, Hazel,
Orval W. Whitlow, Rt. 1,
Almo.
Mrs. Larry Doyle were in
charge of the Chapter's an-
nual "Stitching and Stirring"
sale, and conducted it in the
form of a silent auction.
Proceeds from this event
support the Sisterhood's
educational projects. These
include The Educational Loan
Fund which assists needy
young women through
college:. Cottev Celiege,
owned and operated by the
Sisterhood since 1927 in
Nevada, Missouri, and it
local interest, the Kentucky
Coffey College Scholarship
Fund from which _a Bowling
Grean, Kentucky, young
woman is now being aided as a
student at Cottey; the
International Peace
Scholarship Fund which gives
grants to foreign students for
graduate study in this country
and Canada; and the latest
Sisterhood project, Continuing
Education, supplying small
grants to older women who
desire to complete their
training.
Other members present ori
Monday evening were Mrs.
John C. Quertermous, Mrs.
George Hart, Miss  Ann 
Herron, 'Mrs. I... J. Rodin,
Mrs. Hugh Oakley, Mrs. M. P.
Christopher, Mrs. Larrie N.
Clark, Mrs. Olga Freeman,
Mrs. Paul W. Sturm, Mrs.
Lewis Bossing, Mrs. William
S. Major, - Mriflenry
McKenzie.
Refreshments of coconut


































Reg. 1999 Reg. 1999
SHIRTS SWEATERS
Reg. 1799 Reg. 1999
Citaxamett.
Great selection






Sweater and pants team up for fall: Sweaters C::)
with or without hoods, some with elbow patches..
with back pocket treatments & 899 -°pants with fancy belts. Reg. to ]999 EA
Versatile disco jackets to
wear casual or for dressy
occasions. Reg. 1599
Stopurt2A.
Sleepwear in pastels 4,,99to keep you warm and
pretty. Reg. 1399 •
•
• I"' Mu" *3" Chat" • Ma CENT$ALSHOPPING_CSALTER-MlaRAY,KY,
Pittat.mv Nyway • E °Aland/ Cvntiv - Brciatewtv Reed • Nihei 1)&4 ?Ur/ - TaleNsudie
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ilopkins Wants Assignment To
House Agriculture Committee
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Pr ees Writer
... LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
:gate Sen. Larry Hopkins,
in
tucky's 6th District
' igressmari-elect, says he




tee, despite his interest as
stockbroker in the powerful
ys and Means Committee.
- "I don't think Ways- and
Means has an opening," the
47-year-old Republican said
Wednesday. "I'd like the
Agriculture Committee. They
consider what type of district
u represent and this is an
tbigultkri41 district
P',..'It's a complicated process.
?tee're just getting into it. It's
like the state legislature
re you list your first three
*ices."
But several loose'ends must
be tied before Hopkins begins
his new duties. His daughter,
Shae, 23, is to be married in
three weeks, and plans for
living in Washington have not
been made.
"I do know I'm not going to
sell this house," he said. "It's
the only house I've ever
owned."
Hopkins said he knew
generally what he wanted to
accomplish in Congress, but
had no specific goals.
He voiced familiar GOP
themes during his campaign
against Democrat Tom
Easterly, such as ending
deficit spending. During an
interview, he pondered his
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I HAD A BIG
FIGHT WITH









"If you don't care who gets
the credit, you can get an
awful lot done," Hopkins said.
"I'm not going up there with
any magic wand. There's a lot
oi bielpenders, but you-re
painting with a pretty wide
brush when you say that
"We can't survive by going
further in debt. I was the only
(state legislator) to vote
against the executive budget
this year. You hear them
whisper up there (in Frank-
fort) that you don't vote
against the budget because
they'll use the things in the
budget to beat you the next
time. If I'm the only member
of Congress to vote against
deficit spending, that's what
I'm going to do. I've never
been an advocate of the 'go
along to get along' syn-
drome."
Two primary concerns, he
said, would be protection of
the State's tobacco indmstrY
and promotion of its coal in-
dustry.
Tobacco forces were in-
censed by Health, Education
and Welfare Secretary Joseph
Califano's anti-smoking
'campaign and viewed it as a
threat to the industry itself.
"I asked for Mr. Califsmo's
resignation (riweing -the
campaign) and I haven't
changed my mind about that,"
4Hopkins said. "We have 120
counties and 118 of them
produce tobacco. But he wants
to put all our tobacco farmers
out of business and on
welfare."
Hopkins said increased coal
use would be a boon to Ken-
tucky's economy and that
deregulation of oil and gas
prices would encourage
energy exploration without
substantially driving up retail
prices.
"We need a good energy
policy, not another tax
policy," he said. "The current
energy bill does nothing to
lower the cost of energy. We
have to have certain
restrictions to protect the
environment, but we need to






marketing and business ad-
ministration at Murray State
University, will present a
paper at the 1978 Southern
Marketing Association
Conference in New Orleans
Nov. 15-18.
Titled "Retailer Com-
pliance with Public Officials'
Requests to Conserve Energy:
An Exploratory Study," the
paper was written by Brock-
way, and -Dr. Phillip B. Nif-
fenegger, a' member of the
Murray State marketing
faculty who is on leave par-
ticipating in a professor-
exchange program at Bristol
Polytechnic Institute in
Bristol, England.
Brockway, who joined the
Murray State hien* in 1976,














Technology, and Kansas State
University.
He earned the B.S. degree at
the Rochester Institute of
Technology and both the
M.B.A. and Ph. D. degrees at
the University of Arkansas.
20TH-CENTURY ART
NEW YORK (AP) — An
exhibition of works from the
permanent collection will be
on view continuously for, one
year at the Whitnek• Museum
of American Art through Sept.
23, 1979.
The showing, Introduction
to 20th Century American
Art," opened Oct. 10.
The museum said the
exhibition represented the
most inclusive presentation of
American art of this centinir
available to the public in New
York City.
WE'VE ALWAq5 BEEN FRIENVS,
51R— WHY WOULD LiOU
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Top-loading butter cup makes it easy to add butter,
easy to clean! 4:qt see-thru cover — so you can watch
the corn as it's popped and buttered. Popper shuts off




A favorite for small game hunting Chambered for the 22 long rifle cartridge and Fttrittio/Sigh
power cifle quality. The rugged 10 shot rotary magazine eliminates feeding problems Available
in-Standard or Deluxe Sporter stock. The Deluxe Sporter stock (shown) is hand checkered on pistol
grip and forearm Receiver tapped for scope blocks Embodies every feature wanted by sportsmen








• Solid-state 'chassis for reliable service. Pre-set VHF
fine tuning; set-and-forget volume control, click-in






Turn an etectric drill into
paint Stripper. Removes








6:30 p.m. til 9:30 p.m.
at Murray Homo I Auto
—Limited Class—
Change your furnace filters
regularly and save on heat-
ing bills! 1n7 different sizes--





etc. 'Safety-tread steps, knee-
braced top and bottom steps.
Pail shelf. 385/6
5' 21.97 6' 24.97
eNlAriorown •uhlt6tirmtvutwod m produtest.,
, relief pantii, ts ••
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Stephens Appeals Dismissal
Of Indictment Against McClure
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Attorney General Robert
Stephens has appealed the
dismissal of an indictment
against former state finance
secretary Russell McClure
stenuxiliig from the sale of two
vehicles.
He said the same procedure
would be followed in the
dismissal of an indictment
against Melvin Young, for-
merly under McClure and now
with the state Labor Depar-
tment.
'Alter issuing a statement to
that effect Wednesday, he said
in an interview that a decision
by the state Court of Appeals
in the case might take as long
as five months.
Stephens also said he
notified Gov. Julian Carroll of
his step and that the governor
told him that was his job.
McClure, now handling
special projects in the
governor's office, was in-
dicted by a Franklin County
grand jury one month ago in
connection with the transfer of




The charge was that
McClure violated a state law
/ calling for sealed bids or
public auction in such tran-
sfers.
But Franklin Circuit Court
Squire Williams dismissed the
indictments earlier this
month, saying in effect that
there was no penalty clause
attached to the statute in
question and that in any event
the alleged offense was a
misdemeanor which could not
be prosecuted because the
time for that had run out.
Commonwealth Attorney
Ray Corns then asked
Stephens to appeal the ruling.
The attorney general, who
returned Tuesday from a law
conference in Mexico, issued a
statement saying that acting
upon the request, he will
appeal the case to the ap-
pellate court, the second
highest in Kentucky.
He said all the necessary













at partoc.pafing Captatn Os
tCaptain "D's,
OFFER GOOD NOW THRU NOV. 19th
ba.
In the interview, Stephens
said his office specifically
would challenge the penalty
clause and misdemeanor
rulings by Williams.
He said he has decided to
appeal_ becawimv_211,4_, Any
constitutional job, it is the
practice of this office and my
staff clearly is the best
qualified in the state."
The next step is to begin the
round of legal procedures that
probably will lead eventually
to oral argument before the
appellate judges, Sl,ephens
said. He said he drew up
notice of appeal Wednesday to
set the machinery in motion.
, The circuit judge ruled that
the statute under which
McClure and Young had been
Indicted does not have a valid
penalty clause.
But Corns said he found it
difficult to believe the case
could not be prosecuted
because of what he called a
technical error in a 1966 bill.
Williams' other reason was
that The penalty does not meet
the definition of a felony,
which calls for heavier
punishment and a longer
statute of limitations.
A 1972 Ambassador and a
1970 International Scout
wound up with the family of
Hunt at Danville and even-
tually Hunt's father, Howard










MYRTLE BEACH, S. C. —
Meritorious service at Havre
Air Force Station, Mont., has
earned the third award of the
U. S. Air Force Corn-
•mendation Medal for Tech.
Sgt. Gary L. Yuill, son of Mr.
end Mrs. John J. Yuill of 416 S. '
Main St., Mulberry, Ind_
Sgt. Yuill, a ground radio
communications technician,
was presented the medal at
Myrtle Beach Air Force Base,
S. C., where he now serves
with a unit of the Air Force
Communications Service,
The sergeant is a 1963
graduate of Clinton Prairie
High School, Frankfort, Ind.
His wife, Margaret, is the--
daughter of Brown C.' Tucker
of Rural Route 1, Kirksey.
GRAIN RISES
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina
(AP) — ' The Ministry of
-Economy reports that while-
worldwide grain exports rose
only 1.9 percent from 1975-76
to 1977-78, Argentina's grain
exports soared 22.6 percent
during the period.
This increased Argentina's
share of the global grain
market to 8 percent from 6.7
percent, according to
government figures.
During the same period,
Argentine grain production
rose 56.8 percent, and officials
said they expected record
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Wood Windows d Doors
' •
If you are building or remodeling it will pay





1407 W. MAIN. PHONE 753-4681
Goodof Food 4 ' OLEO
\ Limit 3 29c ...,,,....,_ . With $12.50 Additional
Purchaso Excluding
































STUIFFiNG CHICKEN OR CORNBREAD
Minute Maid
ORANGE JUICE
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I Slab Sliced -.......,
BACON
Limit 3 9!8 NI, .
With $12.50 Additional it)
Purchase Excluding . 11
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Chicken of the Sea
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Compbeffs Cream of. ht iishroom
SOUP  100, 4/s1
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shootout of the year would be
an appropriate title, but that
seems to be an un-
derstatement. Call it a rapid-
fire exhibition.
Saturday's 110 p.m. foot-
hall clash between Murray
State and Eastern Illinois in
Charleston, ill., will feature
the top offensive squad in each
school's respective con-
ference.
If the Racers' Ohio Valley
Conference-leading mark of
367.3 yards a game total of-
fense sounds impressive, wait
a minute. The Panthers lead
that inark_M___ their Mid-
Conference with an
overwhelming 437.3 a game.
First-year coach Darrell
'Mudra is guiding his No. 9-
ranked Division II team to a
finish most rookie coaches
only dream about. Eastern
Illinois has already assured its
first wuming season since 1961
--r
and at least a tie with the 1948,
team's victory reeord with
seven.
The Panthers have won
three games in a row, their
latest a 42-7 pounding of
Illinois State last week in their
homecoming game.
Murray State,- 4-5, has
suffered two elan- OVC losses
to fall to 1-4 in league play. But
its offensive outbursts have
lifted it past Eastern Ken-
tucky in offensive statistics.
The improvement of the
Panthers from a year ago is
almost astounding. They
finished 1-10, with one of those
losses a 35-7 thrashing by the
Racers.
Three big reasons for the
complete turnaround go by
names of Steve Turk, Poke
Cobb and James Warring.
Turk leads the Mid-
Continent in total offense with
a 201.5 average. That mark is
'depleted by a -38 average
rushing. Turk, nonetheless,
doens't even lead his league in
passing. His 239.5 average is
second to the Northern
Michigan quarterback.
..Cobb,a junior who stands
only 5-6 and weighs 190, is not
outstanding physically. But he
has rwshed for 1132 yards and
11 touchdowns this season,
tops for running backs in the
(*decent*. 
Warring, a 6-4, 180-pound
junior wide receiver; has
caught an amazing 47 passes
for 799 yards and 12 touch-
downs. His reception total is
nearly twice that of Murray
State leaders David Thomas
(30) and Greg King (28).
Eastern Illinois has scores
40 points or better four times
this season. It opened its
season with consecutive
blitzes of Central State ( Ohio),
41-16; and Butler, 42-3. Two
more victories followed before
consecutive conference set-
backs to Akron (17-16 and
Youngstown (40-24).
Racer tailback Danny Lee
Johnson has bettered Cobb's
—Mayers in the Murray Soccer Association kayo been kicking it up all season, but now they're
trying to avoid being beaten in a double-elimination tourney currently being held at the north
field of the Murray-Calloway County Park. In games last Week, the Rowdies topped the Marvels
4-1, the Keethicky Kickers beat the Rams 3-2 and the Flyers edged the Cosmos 3-2. Action con-
tinues Ssrteritty at _10a...a
"4'
total by 35 yards. He leads the
OVC in rushing with a 129.7 a
game mark and is nearing the
Murray season record for
yards rushing of 1,403 ( Don
Clayton, 1973).
Johnson needs an average of
118 against the Panthers and
Western Kentucky to better
—that--mark.---The Ree.e.F-
Hilltopper clash at Roy
Stewart Stadium Nov. 18
closes the Murray season.
Punting is apparently a
weak spot in the Eastern
Illinois offense. The Panthers'
Marcus Potts led Division II
kickers with a 43-yard
average last year, but Eastern
Illinois punters have averaged
only 29.9 yards a boot this
year.
Murray's Wes Furgerson'
ranks siXth in the league with








Mike Dickens is second in
the OVC in both total offense
and plissing. The Evansville
senior trails Western's John
Hall in both categories with
1.342 (149.1) yards in total
offense and 994 yards passing.
Thomas, the senior tight end
_who grabbed .= passes for 9E1_
yards against Austin Peay,
ranks fourth in the league in
receiving with 3.3 a game.
King is seventh with 3.1.
Tackle Bruce Martin is third
in the OVC in tackles and
assists with 63 and 24,
respectively. Linebacker
Tony Boone has recovered
four fumbles to rank second in
that department.
Linebacker David Reagan,
who had seven tackles and




















--Gtshing (M) Doony lee Johnson, 224- 1 167- 129. 7;
Tyrus Brown; 85-427-47.4 (E) Poke Cobb, 227-1063-
1(8.1. Lonnie-Denton, -67-319-39 9.
Passing -- {M) Mike Dickens, 80-164-10, 994 yds. 6
TDs, (E) Steve Turk, 139-258-19, 2156 yds, 22 Ms.
Receiving -- (M) David Thomas, 30-389; Greg King,
28-403, Jeff Braaten, 17-280; Keith Swearingto.n, _-
160; (E) James Warring, 47-79_9_-;_Sc44-1- McGhee, 39-
848; Poke_cpbb„ 24-2 fatlirob Mehalic, 12-187.
— (M) Wes Furgerson, 47-1'751-37.3; (E)
Scott McGhee, 32-973-30.4.
To ekrei--. (to) Bruce Martin, 63 solo, 24 assisted,
Tony Boone, 54-20; Bill Shannon, 45-23; David
Reagan, 43-23; Glen Jones, 39-19: (El Alonzo Lee, 17
85 Tom Seward, .33-66 Ray Jeske, 8-49. .










proudly announces the addition
of Allstate, famous for "good
hands" insurance and financial-
services, to the other fine
companies we represent.
You know us, here in town.
You know that we've always tried to
provide you with the fullest available
selection of top-qualitrlinaurance and
the best possible service, through the
companies we represent.
The folks at Allstate are our kind of
peop:Allstate and its parent company,
Sears, have a national reputation for
reliability and vplue. _
So it just made sense, in your behalf-
and ours, to add Allstate to the list of
companies we represent.
No_w we can offer you Allstate's full
line of quality coverages for your life,
your health, your home, your car—busi-
ness, too. —
Allstate's famous, coast-to-coast claim
 service, and Allstate Enterprises, Motor
Club and Auto Finance Plan are only a
few of theservices now available.
So we invite you totall'or come in, and













151 21._SE4issouri 24 '
23, Evansville 9
14, Tenn 'retch 24
32, Morehead 49
21. UT Martin7
33, Middle Tenn 7
34, East Tg_na2.1
21, East Ky 24
17,AustinPeay 23
•
_East III. 41, Central Stote -16
42, Butler 3
38, Northern 10W0 22
29, NE Missouri 12
16, Akron (7
24 Youngstown 40
42, Northern Mich 34
34, Wayne State 14




By the Associated Frees
STOCKHOLM, Sweden —
-Bjorn Borg M Sae . en
defeated John Austin 6-3, 6-1
and Ilie Nastase of Romania
-'"- outlasted John Sardi 6-4, 7-4 to
advance to the second round of
the 8175,000 Stockholm Open
tennis tournament.
In other matches, third-
seeded John McEnroe
whipped Sweden's Stefan
Simonsson 6-3, 6-4; Roscoe
Tanner, seeded seventh,
-ousted Douglas Palm of
Sweden 6-3, 6-7, 6-2 and Peter
F,leming defeated Ulf
'Eriksson of Sweden 6-4, 5-7,6-
4.
HONG KONG -- Mike Cahill
upset fifth-seeded Tom
Gornian6-2, 2-8, 8-4 in the rind
round of the 875,000 Hong
Kong Tennis Patrons' Classic.
In other matches, Brian
Teacher defeated Jeff
Borowiak 6-2, 7-6; Geoff
Masters of Australia beat
Nick Saviano 6-4, 3-6, 7-6,
RABAT, MOROCCO —
Angel Gallardo of Spain fired
a 5-under-par 68 and took a 2-
stroke lead over Dr. Gil
Morgan after the first round of
the annq.al King Hassan II golf
tournament.
Jose Canizes of Spain was
third at 72, followed by
American Phil Hancock at 73.
- ihreclietind
Anlerican Billy Casper were
tied with, three other play"ers
at 74. -
Eastern Illinois












honorable mention in OVC
defensive player-of-the-week
voting.
Murray leads the series
between the two teams 3-1. It
defeated Fast-era Illinois 13-0
in the intitial meeting in 1974
and lost 14-0 in "75 before its
--victory-last year, --
OVC picks:
Last week, 3-2, .600; season,
9,.600.
Akron 21, Eastern Kentucky
ib.
17 — Eastern is still breathing
sighs of relief from its narrow
20-16 victory over Tennessee
Tech last week to keeps its
OVC title hopes alive. The
Colonels will be down, while
the Zips will be head-hunting
after an embarrassing 56-21
loss to Temple.
—Tennessee- Tea -29, -Austin
Peay 21 — Though impressive
on defense, the Governors
don't figure to stack up of-
fensively with Tech. A close
one all tha way.
East Tennessee 34, Middle
Tennessee 14 — East has
offensive power, while Middle
is looking forward to next
year.
Murray 31, Easters Illinois
29 — a matter of who scores
last, because it will* done
often—The Racers descryeihis
one after two near misses the
past two weeks.
Western Kentucky has an -
open date.
Freshman Greg King is second among Murray State receivers witt 28 catches for 403 yards, but
he and his teammates will likely need a big day to defeat a high-powered Eastern Illinois team






eabievislun CUslomers-Watch Your MaH
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Only A State Title
For Class A Tigers
Satisfies Paintsville
.14 the Associated Press
Even though Paintsville hes
been the top-ranked team in
Class -A for the entire 1978
season and most of the 1977
season, the Tigers aren't
satisfied.
Something is missing — a
state championship.
The Tigers were in the
playoffs in 1976, 1osin'lii the
semifinals, and 1977, losing in
the first game when they were
expected to reach the finals.
So B.J. Ward, Paintsville's
star running back and a
fiveyear starter, and the other
seniors on Coach Walter
Brush's squad are looking
forward to their straight
playoff performance.
"I don't think we'll have any
trouble getting ready to play,"
Ward admitted. "We know the
last two years we've really
blown it. We're mostly a
senior club and we've got good
depth. This could be our
year."
For Ward, one of several
college prospects on Paint-
sville's team, every year is his
year.
He started in the defensive
secondary for a 5-8 Paintsville
team as an eighth-grader, and
was a starting halfback as a
freshman when Paintsville
was 4-6. He remained in the
backfield through 10-2, 10-1
and 9-0 seasons. Two of the
three tomes the past three
years have been in the
playoffs.





the Ugiversity of Louisville,
Hanover and Georgetown,"
said Ward.
Ward is a 6-foot, 190-pound
halfback who has the power to
run inside and the speed to run
outside. His statistics for the
season aren't as impressive as
they might be. He has gained
just under 1,000 yards, but
because of Painthville's 40-
point average margin of
victory, he has played little.
We had three or four
games where only played the
first half," he said. -And there
were a couple of others where
I played a little bit in the third
quarter."
Brush has seen his share of
running backs during 28 years
at Paintsville, but he won't
compare Ward with any of
them.
"They all vary," he said.
"One might have quick feet,
another might have quick
_hands...it's difficult to come
up with all the traits in one boy
and have him have the brain
matter between the ears. But
B.J. is close. He's got the
quickness, he's good in school
(a B student), he's got the
ability and he's one of the best
athletes in the state."
Paintsville's series of easy
victories has some people
saying the Tigers have played
an easy schedule. Arriong the
victims, though, is Ashland, a
Class AAAA school that
dropped a 6-0 decision to
Paintsville.
And the Tigers beat
Raceland 45-0 in ankle-deep,
mud when Raceland was
unbeaten, ranked fourth in the
- state and had allowe only 14
points in six games.
Ward rushed for 215 yards in
12 carries in that game.
It's the score of the state
championship game that
matters most, if Paintsville
can get to the finals this year.
"In the playoffs, anything
- can happen," said Ward.
"We've got to play our best
ball every game."
ABC Out To Prove
Boxing Can Draw
Without Ali Match
By the Associated Press
Larry Holmes, having
proven a success on national
television last time out,
returns to prime time Friday




Holmes beat Ken Norton to
gain the title five months ago
and put to rest, for the time
being anyway, the notion that
boxing won't sell in prime
time unless Muhammad Ali is
on the card. Holmes-Norton
chalked up an impressive 19.7
rating percentage of TV
homes — and 40 share —
-percentage of sets in use
Ind ABC is projecting slightly
-higher numbers this time
around.
The three-fight card will run
from 8-11 p.m. EST, and
producer Chet Forte says he'll
start the show with a 10-
rounder matching Norton
against Randy Stephens of
Dallas to try and grab the
audience early. The second
bout, a 15-rounder, will match
WBC super featherweight
champ Alexis Arguello
against Arturo Leon of Tuc-
son, Ariz., then the Holmes-
Evangelista 15-rounder will
close the show.
Howard Cosell will call the
first and last fights by himself,
as has been his custom. Chris
Schenkel was supposed to call
the second bout but he will be
sidelined with a pulled back
muscle. Keith Jackson will fill
in, then hustle off to Lincoln,
". Nob: for Saturday's
OklabomaNebraska game.
CBS, returning to its senses,
will not televise the Heisnum
Trophy presentation this year.
Last year the network turned
the Urn, ' college appearance by both _ schooLs
a 1" ffr'l into aireaessee.-M14-4tliai...71V4iiiWr.:
,vr. climaxing /Torre flame, Tr examp1?
an hour of singing, dancing could not be carried again this
and bent jokes with "and now YearA"
Kentucky Tops in Basketball Stats
By the Asseciated Press
LOUIS VIJ.L. — Ken-
tuckians who like to brag
about basketball in the
Bluegrass State have none
other than the National
Collegiate Athletic
Association to back up their
claims of supremacy.
With the college basketball
season only a couple of weeks
away, the NCAA statistical
whizzes have compiled
several tables that prove what
Kentuckians have known for
years - college basketball is a
winning proposition in Ken-
tucky.
Far and away the leader on
every list that deals
winning is defending national
champion University of
Kentucky, which has won 1,038
games the past 50 years (the
Wildcats did not field a team
in 195243). Kentucky is the
only major college team to
average over 20 wins a year
over the last half century. In
fact, only 11 teams have
managed that feat in just the
last 10 years.
- Don't think that Kentucky
has run up its win total simply
* playing a lot of games,
either. The Wildcats have a
winning percentage over the
50 years of'8I.2, almost
seven percent better than
runnerup St. John's.
While UK dominates whenit
comes to numbers, three other
Kentucky schools are well
represented in the NCAA
stats.
Carolina's940:
Louisville is 15th in winning
percentage at 65.9 and its 801
wins makes it one of a dozen
schools to crack that barrier.
Murray, with a 760-460 record,
is 34th on the NCAA list.
Incidentally, Louisville is
closing in on one of Kentucky's
national records. The Cat-
Western Kentucky raoks consecutive winning seasons;
fourth in winning percentage only four less than KOMIlckY
at 70.7 and its 942 wins is third- fan mi) frau' 1928 throilibalk
behind cannon*. North- -SO. alive is Kentnekies
streak of 51 consecutive
seasons without a losing
record.
Kentucky also -holds the
record for most wins in a
season, 36 in 1948, and most
consecutive wins at home, 129
over a 12-year span that ended
in 1955.
Kentucky's last brush with
dinals have strong together 34 losing was a 3-13 campaign in
1927, three years before the
late AdQ0 Rupp became
easels ataisiftft, wad illened
theCateinteaaatteealposrer.
During a 42-year career,
Rupp won 875 games, the only
coach to crack that lofty
figure. Western Kentucky's
Ed Diddle, with 759 victories
in 42 seasons, is one of only
four coaches to surpass 700
career wins.
Kentucky's Joe Hall has
also averaged 23 wins a year
at* Kentucky.
the ev elope please."
The-show didnotfareweiiin
the ratings, the critics were
merciless and outraged
football writers vowed never
to participate in the voting
again. The Downtown Athletic
Club, which gives the award,
got heat from all quarters for
"selling out to TV."
Thus there will be no
Heisman Trophy Follies this
time around. CBS Sports of-
ficials are quick to point out
they had nothing to do with the
show, it was the CBS Enter-
tainment Division's baby. \
ABC News appropriated the
studio used for the ABC
college football scoreboard
show last weekend to prepare
for election coverage. So ABC
Sports decided to take the
show on the road, moving to
Cleveland where the Navy-
Notre Dame was being
played.
The network promised
"live" coverage of the un-
defeated Midshipmen against
the Irish but provided only one
"live" play, a line plunge by
Notre Dame. This may have
been a disappointment to
some but the network's ex-
planation is pretty good.
As with many of these
curious TV developments, one
must consult the fine print in
the contract, in this case.
ABC's contract with the
NCAA. The contract states
that ABC was not permitted to
leave its national game
Maryland vs. Penn State --
while that game was in
progress. And ABC is also
limited to two minutes of
action — live or on tape
from Navy-Notre Dame at a
time. If it showed more than














1. Shockproof For High Power Rifle Use
2. Nitrogen Filled & Water Proofed
3. 3X To 9X Variable Power
4. 40 M.M. Field Of View
5. Wide Angle, 4-Plex Cross Hairs
6. Best Warranty Of Any Manufacturer
(Lifetime, Over The Counter, Replacement
Warranty ForAny Factory Defect.)
$7450Sale
Free Score Mounting And





Field Gun, Gas-Operated, Ventilated Rib Barrel, 3 Shot
The supremely accurate, beautifully balanced Model 1400
Mark U with a full-floating ventilated rib barrel. It provides
a flat, wide sighting plane and eliminates canting, mirages
and heat distortion to bring out the best in any sportsman.
Supplied with Modified, Full and Improved Cylinder Win-

























Carry-Lite Sport Mast These Decoys
Consist Of Mallard,
Pintail, Canvasback
And Some We Don't
Even Know What
They Are




The Original Marlin Goose Gun-Model 55
,The ideal shotgun for high flying geese or ducks. Extra-long 36-
inch full choke barrel makes this 12 gauge shotgun a real
favorite for high hard shots.
.100% Creslan Acrylic Knit. Washable.
.Reversible. Two masks in one.
*Cam° one side, Safety Orange on the other.
Game Winner -
Texas Belt Bird Bag
.Jumbo game pocket a'nd shell pockets.
*Durable cottion-rubberized game bag.
*Bar tacked double-stitching.



















.Detachable Hood & Belt













Is An Official Ky. Dept. Of
Wildlife Deer Check Station
triug Your Deer To Us
For Certification.
GAME
ar co. PEKIN. ILA
IRD CALLS
• ---41t."
Double R e et DR - I 15
Duck Call
The double reed design of this superb call
gives it great tonal range and eliminates
"blow down" or "squealing." Hand crafted of
select American walnut with- red cedar reed
base for minimum moisture condensation.
Easy to blow.. easy to adjust. The DR-115 is
the choice of duck calling champions where
perfect tone is a must.
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Hwy. 641 South-Murray, Ky. - 753-9491
"Discount Is Our Middle Name"
Open 9 a.m. to.9 p.m. Daily
1 p.m. to 6 p.m. Sunday
TIOCI 
grh‘, • •
sale Good On. In Store Merchapd4 Only" ••
,4:0141110..
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Diller or Dollar little girls, he probably wasn't
Friday Morning
Bowling league talking about Soviet gymnasts
Week at 114-71 because, according to some
Team W I.
aemnaker Seed Co 21 is officials of the sport, these
WLabe Oil Co. 3.1 16 little girls don't get bigger
70F.A. Ins.  Z3 17
almrpole Grocery & Hardware D 17 every day.
•Alr•car Wait 72Li 17,t "When you look at the
Poen kernels 19 21
  If 21 Russian girls and they tell you
(Maws 
_ _Irs nit how old they are, you can't
• ss 36 -
IA* &ma - 12 31 
help thinking that they're
HIGH TEAM GAME I SC i taking drugs," said Ernestine
East Y Grocery ID
MeCeiston Auto & Dec 01 Weaver, coach of the
AittaCar Wadi in American women at last
sse month's World Gymnastics
MeCuidon Auto & Flee  624 Championships.
more Car Wash 7io An Associated Press report
ini ,tVednesday quoted severel.,
1791
ion European officials as saying'
that gymnasts from the Soviet
cm
nig Union and Eastern Europe
East Y Grocery mis were using a "brake" drug
, HIGH 12D. GAME (3C)
taisarith •,  214 that works on the pituitary
Writ Morten 191 gland to retard the body'smessed Morton 154
HIGH END. GAME (11C1 development.
teM Swath  334 The result, according to theMargret Mortwa 72B
 -ni-:---official5, is a Peter Pan of the
us parallel bars who isn't allowed
sit: to grow up.
'It looks like they jumped
right out of the test tube," said
Weaver from her home' in
Clarion, Pa.
1- : To a gymnast, extra
mi. baggage can be a liability
Issm when she is trying to whip herA 
frame through arduous
maneuvers. Nadia Comaneci,
the darling of the 1976
Olympics, blossomed into a 16-
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heavier, .eit the World
Championships in Strasbourg,
France.
"You could see the change
in Nadia," „said Weaver. "She
had become a woman. She had
a liustline. She wasn't heavy;
she just had grown up."
And you could see .the
change in her results. Nadia
finished out of the money as
the Soviet girls - Elena
Mukhinas, Nellie Kim and
Natalia Shaposhnikova -
swept the first three places in
the overall standings.
Weaver said Kim was very
poised and chatted with the
American team about the
whereabouts of retired star;
Olga Korbut and Ludmilla
Tourischeva. But, she said;
Mukhinas, Shaposhnikova and
tiny Maria Filatova were
different.
"I saw Filatova three or
four years ago and she had no
neck, a small torso and real
long legs. This time she had
grown a little bit. But those
kids don't even act like 17 or
18-year-olds. They-. act like
little babies."
Even Comaneci expressed
bewilderment at the baby-doll
proportions of Filatova. "I
can't believe that Filatova is a
year older than I am," said
the Romanian Nadia.
But Don Peters, head coach
at the Grossfeld School of
Gymnastics in Milford, Conn.,
disagreed with the drug
theory.
luimminitutrinnummnmnunitimmmimmimmmtinnmininituruninuilimmitaammigi
.  Lan-dolt -- -- -1, .
i Insurance Agency I .. The Hartland Building EEi 304-11. 4th Street
753-8170
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Picker Says Oklahoma
Will Succumb To Huskers
By WILL (iRIMSLEV
AP Special Correspondent
It's a proud number to wear
- No. 1 - but It's as deadly as
a black cat tripping under a
ladder and smashing a mirror
into 13 pieces. It's like making
.the cover of a slink magazine
If you're No. 1, you worry
about keeping it. If you're not,
you play your innards out to
get it. -
Such are emotional factors
• Saturday in the game between
' 'No. I Oklahoma i90) and No.
4 -Nebraska (9-1), hungering
for revenge. Even if the
Sooners have the muscle, the
Cornhuskers should have an
edge in desire. We'll see.
• --"Latt week's sort: 43-12,
.780. Season: 309-109, .739.
Nebraska 33, Oklahoma 30:
After the race horse backs of
both teams run each other out
of breath, Billy Todd's FG
wins it.
Penn State 27, North
Carolina State 14: The Nittany
Lions prolong major college
football's longest winning
streak.
Alabama .24, LSU 14: The
Tide trumps the Tigers' ace,
Charles Alexander, and leads
with Tony Nathan.
Southern Cal 32, Washington
20: The Trojans refuse to be
upstaged by their northern
rivals in the Rose Bowl race.
Texas 18. Houston 14: It's
Texas' version of the shootout
in the OK corral.
Michigan 30, Northwestern
The Wolverines have to be
looking ahead to the Purdue
game.
UCLA 35, Oregon State 6:
The Californians won't give




Florida 19, Georgia 14: The
improving Gators put a crimp
in the Bulldogs' SEC title
hopes.
Purdue 23, Wisconsin 13:
The way Purdue throws the
ball around, who'd guess
Coach Jim Young learned at
Woody Hayes' knee?
Maryland 33, Virginia 7:
The Terrapins get a chance to
let wounds heal from the Penn
State clobbering.
Notre Dame 25, Tenasseee
14: The Vols' Johnny Mara.
knows what to expect, but can
do little about it. •-
Clemson 211, North Carolina
14: The Tar Heels have fallen
upon lean times and Clemson
can't.be too sympathetic.
Arkansas 25, Baylor 10: The
Razorbacks have the talent -
it's just a matter of putting it
in a jar.
Michigan State 23, Min-
nesota 7: A good year for the
men of Sparta - no wooden
horse cached here.
Navy 19, Syracuse 14: A
good Chance for an upset here,
but Syracuse lacks the
strength to capitalize on
Navy's letdown.
Pittsburgh 22, West Virginia
18: A mountain feud, always
closer than it should be - the




Army 17, Boston College 14;
Brown 20, Dartmouth 17; Yale
24, Princeton 13; Temple 14,
Rutgers 12; Cornell 21,
Columbia 14; Holy Cross 32,
Massachusetts 20; Colgate 26,
Bucknell 7; Penn 21, Harvard
18.
SOUTH
Mississippi St. 28, Auburn
17; Kentucky 30, Vanderbilt
13; Duke 22, Wake Forest 13;
Mississippi 20, Thiene 15;
Memphis St. 26, Louisville 12;
East Carolina 16, William &
Mary 10; Florida St. 28, Va.
Tech 19; Southern Mississippi_
4-25, Bowling Green 14. •
MIDWEST
Missouri 25, Kansas 7; Ohio
State 42, Illinois 6; Colorado
25, Kansas St. 7; Indiana 30,
Iowa 22; Oklahoma, St. 19,
Iowa St. 15; Tulsa 27, Wichita
St. 20; Ball St. 21, W. Michigan
6; Cincinnati 15, Ohio U. 7; W.
Texas St. 23, Drake 10; Minim
0.22, Kent St. 13.
SOUTHWEST
Texas Tech 20, Texas
Christian 14; Southern
Methodist 26, Rice 6; N. Texas
St. 21, NE Louisiana 13.
FAR WEST
Arizona St. 26, Stanford 13;
Georgia Tech 28, Air Force 10;
Brigham Young 30, San Diego
St. 22; California 19,
Washington St. 12; Colorado
St. 27, New Mexico 19; Utah
23, El Paso 13; Arizona- 27,
Oregon 14; Hawaii 20, N.
Mexico St. 13; Utah St. 25,
Weber St. 7.
Soviet Little Girls
May Not Grow Up
By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK - When
Maurice Chevalier sang about
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Sophomore tailback Danny Lee Johnson is fast approaching the
Murray State single-season record for yards gained rushing.
He currently has 1167 yards, but needs 237 yards in his final
two games to break Don Clayton's 1,403-yard mark set in
1973. The Racers are at Eastern Illinois Saturday, then close
their season at home against Western Kentucky Nov. 18,
San Diego-Pinched
143-125 By Spurs
By the Associated Press;
The San Antonio Spurs took
no prisoners Wednesday
night.
"They just beat us in every
'phase of the game," said San
Diego Coach Gene Shue after
dropping an embarrassing
163-125 National Basketball
Association decision to the
Spurs. -They run and shoot
better than anyone. They are
also one of the best passing
teams I've seen."
The total was the highest in
the NBA this season and set a
new franchise record for the
Spurs. The old mark was 160
when the team was known as
the Dallas Chaparrals of the
American Basektball
Association.
It was the Spurs' rebounding
that set up a brilliant fast-
break. Often whipped on the
boards last season and so far
this season, San Antonio
overwhelmed the opposition
on the boards, 61-43.
In other NBA action, the
Portland Trail Blazers beat
the Boston Celtics 112-109; the
Los Angeles Lakers turned
back the Indiana Pacers 113-
_111; the Philadelphia 76ers
whipped the New Jersey Nets
137-1.33 in double overtime; the
Detroit Pistons crushed the
Milwaukee Bucks 117-106; the
Pew York Knicks beat the
Seattle SuperSonics 104-100;
the Kansas City Kings downed
the Golden State Warriors 105-
97 and the Phoenix Suns
whipped the Cleveland
Cavalieri118-96,
George Gervin scored 38
points in only 26 minutes of
action for the Spurs, who also
got 28 'points off the bench
from Paultz. Gervin, the
NBA's leading scorer, sat out
the fourth quarter after hitting
17 of 20 field goal attempts in
the first three periods. He got
19 of his points in the third
quarter. Trail Blazer! 112,
Celtics 109
Lionel Hollins hit two free
throws with 25 seconds left to
enable Portland to foil a
second-half comeback by
Boston. Portland opened up a
10-point halftime lead, 60-50,
sparked by the inside shooting
of center Tom Owens.
Boston, trailing 76-61
midway through the third
period, caught the • Trait
Blazers and moved into a four-
point lead, 98-94, with 6:25
remaining in the game. But
itey baskets by guard Dave
.Twardzik and forward
Maurice Lucas helped Por-'
tland take's 110-109 lead.
Holmes, Not Norton, Will
Be Main Event On Friday
By the Associated Press
. LAS VEGAS -- "Anytime
you get over 6200,008 you can
can it a main event," says Ken
Norton.
But Norton's scheduled 10
rounder against Randy
_ Stevens Friday night at
Caesars Palace is certainly
not the main event. That
_benor, plus a purse of $1.5
million, belongs to Larry
Holmes and Alfredo
Evangelista, who is getting
not only $150,000 but also a
chance at the World Boxing
-Council heavyweight
championship.
Holmes gained that title by
scoring a split decision over
Norton here June 9.
Holmes did a little gloating
over that accomplishment
Wednesday at a news con-
ference when he said:
"I don't want to be like Ken
Norton ... to have the title for
Adrian Dantley sank two
free throws with 22 seconds
left to lead Los Angeles ,over
Indiana.
three months and lose It. He
worked hard and it's a shame
that in his first defense he had
to fight me." .
"He has to say something,"
said Norton. "It doesn't bother
me. I have nothing to say."
_Norton had to work his way
back after a two-round
knockout in a tide bid against
George Foreman in 1974 and
had to scrap his way back
after a decision loss to
Muhammad All in 1976. Now,
he knows, he has to do it again.
When introduced at Wed-
- nEsday'sr- news conference,
Norton said, "Well,! haven't a
lot to say because I'm a
supporting actor on this
show."
A loss to Stevens, who has a
10-4-0 record, would probably
make Norton an ex-fighter.
Norton, who has made two
movies and plans to make
more, wants another shot at
To Play Orr...
the title, but there is a time
limit on that goal.
"I plan on fighting possibly
another year," he said. With
or without the title, he was
asked. "Hey, why punish
yourself, regardless of what
happens."
The Norton-Stevens fight is
scheduled to open an ABC-TV
show which will run from 8
p.m. toll p.m. EST.
Also on the card will be a
WBC junior lightweight title
bout between champion Alexis
Arguello of Nicaragua against
Arturo Leon- of Tuacon, Aria. -
Holmes will be fighting for
the first time since he won the
title from Norton. Should he
succeed against Evangelista,
and he is a heavy favorite, he
has said he would fight Norton
next year. But the people
around Holmes have indicated
Norton would not be the
champion's next opponent.
Defensemon Bobby Orr Announces Retirement
By the Associated Press
CHICAGO - The surgically
ravaged left knee that cost
Bobby Orr so much playing
time in recent seasons has
claimed the career of the
player many call the greatest
defensemen in hockey history.
Orr's attempted comeback
from a sixth operation on the
knee - the recovery period
kept him off skates for more
than a year - did not produce
enough positive results to suit
the high standards of the 30-
year-old Chicago Black
Hawks defenseman.
So Wednesday, he told a
news conference: "I'm of-
ficially retiring as a player. I
will not make another
comeback attempt."
The postoperative pain
would not go away, with no
cartilage at all left in the joint,
the stress of bone rubbing on
bone was too much for Orr to
bear. So after thiking the
matter through, the soft-
spoken superstar gave up in
futility.
Orr, who will remain with
the club as an assistant to
CoachGeneral Manager Bob
Pulford, said the decision was
a difficult one.
"But I don't feel that I've
been cheated," he main-
tained. "I have one of those
injuries that athletes
sometimes get. If any ahtlete
came to me with the problem I
have, I would recommend he
do the same thing. I know I'm
no longer able to play."
He managed to play in six of
Chicago's first 11 games,,,
contributing two goals and
three assists. "But the more I
skate," he says, "the more
trouble it gives me."
In his 12-year National
Hockey League career, Orr
set or shared 12 individual
NHL records. But because of
injuries, mostly to the knee, he
played every game in only two
seasons.
Obtained as a free agent in
June, 1976 after 10 years with
the Boston Bruins, Orr played
in just 20 games for Chicagein
1976-77 and sat out the entire
1977-78 season. He signed a
five-year, $3 million contract
with the Hawks, but never
cashed a check.
Orr said the contract was
for him to play hockey and he
hasn't done that. The defen
seman explained he is
negotiating a new contract
with the Hawks that will pay
him less than his current pact.
After his sixth and last
operation, Orr stayed off
skates, but worked to
strengthen his knee while
helping out in the front office.
He hoped for a comeback.
But On Oct. 28, the night he
scored for the last time, he
was on the ice for four Detroit
Red Wings goals.
With rrrnbg.-194,25 ..411C21 4 JriA.
A l'i_iii1011raTTICii,
= . • 753-8L70 = who sank two free throws its.
2 - ice,,thegeme: •
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Don't Be Caught In The Cold!
Let Murray Supply Lawn and Garden Center help you prepare for






We also carry Homelite & Pioneer Chain Saws
We Have A Good Selection Of
• Fireplace Equipment
'Enclosures 'Dog Irons 'Wood Grates 'Screens
We Also Have
Stove Pipes & Fittings




sormelho & Garden Confer
Prollucts We Sell 
bout
200 E. Main-Murray, Ky.,- 753-3361
Financing
•
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For Fest temporary relief of
minor sore throat pairr.c.









































Cord or Cordless shaving, 9 ad-















































Chen ewey decay causing materiels




Firm Mold, Extra Nola,
Unscented — 11 Oz.
Check Uncle Jeff's all new Sporting Goods Department for the lowest prices anywhere on
guns, ammunition, hunting clothes, archery accessories and bows, athletic equipment, down















Use Uncle Jeff's easy lay-away plan or Uncle Jeff's will finance uny item
throughout the store $50.00 or more from 1 month to 36 months to pay,







































50% Cotton, 50% Polyester


























Frames $44 ea sacs,



























t Deaths and Funerals]
Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Farley
The funeral for Mrs. Versie
Farley of Murray is being held
today at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with John Dale of-
ficiating and Jerry Bells as
song leader.
Serving as pallbearers are
Joe i Pat Jones, Tommy
Schroeder, Edd Byrd, Hafford
Smith, Thomas Crowell, and
BM Winchester. Burial will
follow in the Lone Oak
Cemetery,
Mrs. Farley; 78, died
. Tuesday. She was a member
of the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Survivors include three
daughters, Mrs. K. D. Farley,
Peoria, Ill.. Mrs Walter Sch-
midt, Rochester, Mich., and
Mrs. Bill Merrell, Clearwater,
Fla.; two sons, J. C. Hale,
Murray, and Buddy Gene
Dunn, Michigan; three
sisters, Mrs. Martin Crowell,
Hazel Route 2, Mrs. Marvin
Garland, Almo, and Mrs.
Emile Ferguson, Detroit,
Mich.; six step sons; seven
step daughters; 13 grand-





The funeral services for
Mrs. Essie Reeves will be held
Friday at 1 p.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Johnson
Easley and the Rev. Fred
French officiating. Mrs.
Raymond Wrather will direct
the choir of the Coles Camp
Ground United Methodist
.Church for the song service




McCuiston, 011ie Brown, Fred
Kemp, Dan Kemp. and Don
,teet. Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m.
tonight f Thursday).
Mrs. Reeves, 90, of Alrno
Route 1 died Wednesday at
1:07 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Lee Reeves,
died in 1958. Born Jan. 16, 1888,
in Graves County, she warthe
daughter of the late James
Madison Riley and Matilda
Jane Walters Riley.
The Calloway woman was
probably the oldest member of
-the- C-oles -Camp fircerritt
United Methodist Church.
sidis. Reeves is survived by
one. daughter, Mrs. J. C.
(Triscille) Kemp, 2508 Cold-
water Road, Murray; one son,
Jam. T. Reeves, Lake Orion,
Mich.; seven grandchildren;
six great grandchildren.
Mrs. Riley Dunn Is
Dead At Age Of 60;
Burial Is Today
Mrs. Riley Maxine) ISu,
of Murray Route 6, Pottertoe
Road, died at her_ bone. She
was 60 years of age.
Calloway County Coroner
Tommy Walker said Mrs.
Dunn died late Monday
evening from an apparent
heart attack. She was
aiscovered dead about 9 p.m.
Wednesday . when her
,Slusband, driver' et a truck,
returned home after a road
trip. The coroner said Mrs.
Dunn had last been seen about
.7 p.m. Monday.
Mrs. Dunn was a member of
the Emmanuel Baptist
Church. Born June 19, 1918, in
Tennessee, she was the
daughter of the late Joe
Arnold and Amanda Nix
Arnold.
Survivors include her
husband, Riley Dunn, to whom
she was married on Aug. 6,
1938; one daughter, Mrs.
Charles (Eva • Lee) Bynum.
Shiprock, N. M.; one son,
Ronnie Dunn, Murray Route
2; one sister, Mrs. Pearl
Green, Murray; one brother,
Floyd Arnold, Eva Beach,
Hawaii; four grandchildren.
Memorial services will be
scheduled at a later date.
Burial rites will be held today
(Thursday-) at 4:30 p.m. at the
Murray Memorial Gardens
with the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home in charge of the
arrangements.
Rites On Saturday
For Claude F. Hale
Final rites for Claude F.
Hale will be held Saturday at
11 a.m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Ron Adams
officiating. Burial will follaw
in the Barnett Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m.
Friday. -
Mr. Hale, 91, died Tuesday
at the Crozer Chester Medical
Center, Trainer, Pa. He is
survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Oscar King. two sons,
Bradley and Euin Hale, two
brothers, Lloyd and Robert
Hale; seven grandchildreni 15
great grandchildren; one
great great grandchild,
MUSIC MAN REHEARSAL - The 'ladies dance com-
mittee of River City' present the Grecian Urn Dance' from
Meredith Wilson's 'The Musk Man' which begins tonight
and continues friday, night at A. Carman Pavilion in
Murray. The Murrav-Calloway County Communih
Theatre production begins at 8 p.m. Pictured are Barbara
Silcox, iohnna Puttoff, Dana Silcox, Barbara Blivin, Janis*
Austin, Tonda West and jean Hudder. Tickets are $2.30
for general admisSion, S2 for students and $1.30 for




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -.-
Bill Cox of Madisonville 'get
his Democratic campaign for
lieutenant governor started in
high gear with a luncheon
rally here that attracted an
overflow crowd.
Hundreds of supporters.
showed up for Wednesday's
rally, and Cox said more than
700 tickets had been sold. - -
Two buses filled with




The Murray Postoffice will
be closed on Saturday, Nov.
11, in observance of the
national holiday, Veterans
Day.
No rural or city delivery of
mail will be made on that day,
and the windows at the
postoffice will be closed. The
lobby will be open for the
benefit of the box patrons.
Funt Will Present 'New Candid
Calleri-ShOW At MSU Nov 11
Allen Funt, the rnanivho has
made a career of "catching
people in the act of being
themselves," will present
"The New Candid Camera
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Murray ppliancefYour General Elec t c Dealer In Murray
"Appliances Are Our Only Business!"
HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS, OWNERS
,
212 EAST MAIN ST. PHONE 753-1586
• • -
• evening, Nov. 11.
Scheduled to begin at 8 p.m.
in the auditorium of the
Student Center, the show is
sponsored by the Student
Government Association. It is
open to the public at no
-,charge.
The visit to the campus by
FUnt, those face on the
television screen has become
familiar to millions, was
originally scheduled Oct-1r




hometown, to eastern Ken-
tucky, with a scheduled
windup Saturday afternoon at
Lexington.
Cox, a former aide to Gov.
Julian Carroll and later the
federal highway ad-
ministrator, regards the
Frankfort area as one of his
strong bases in the quest for
lieutenant governor.
He said in a speech that at
least one of . his opponents,
whom he did not identify, "is
telling state employees that I
am a cold, ruthless, vindictive
individual."
That depends, Cox said.
adding that "it is time for us to
re-evaluate the dedication and
productivity of every single
'state employee."
Rape, A Crime On Increase, Will Be Subject
Of Murray State Programs November 15 -
Rape - a crime of violence statistics
indicate is on an alarming increase--
will be the ambled of a special program
at Murray State University at two
different times on Wednesday, Nov. 15.
Entitled "Rape Crisis," the fourth
such presentation sponsored by the
Personal Enrichment Center on the
campus is scheduled at 4:30 and 7 p.m.
In the auditorium of Mason Hall
(Nursing Building ) at 14th and Payne.
Mrs. Lanette Thurman, director of
the center, said the program is
scheduled at two different times as a
convenience to beak students and staff
-women on the campus and women in
the corrununity. She suggested that
husbands and fathers and other Men
with responsibilities involving females
may also want to attend.
Besides a discussion of the
seriousness of the incidence of rape -
which has increased 60 percent
nationally in the number of reported
cases since 1968 - the program will
also include information on rape
prevention tactics and on what a rape
victhn should do after the crime has
been committed.
Other topics to be covered during the
program include rape statistics, myths
and facts, profile of a rapist, police
questioning, medical examination,
legal aaPoets, psychological aspects
and counseling, and self-defense. A film
entitled "How To Say No to a Rapist"
wit) be shown at 6 p.m.
Among people who will be on the
program are: Trooper Richard Wright,
Kentucky State Police; Cindy Atherton
and Cindy Ragsdale, student social
work majors at Murray State; District
Judge Sid Easley; Maggie Weshner and
Marna Banks, coanselors with the
Counseling and Testing Center at
Murray State; and Dr. Richard Cun-
ningham, Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. They will be among those
forming a discussion panel and
responding to questions at the con-
clusion of each program.
Mrs. Thurman added that the
program is intended as a service "to
Increase awareness so that women will
take more calculated precautions that
will perhaps thwart a rapist."
As an exanpie at the kind of in-
formation to be offered doing the
program, she outlined Uwe atatlatica:
- Rape has the lowed asaviedon
raw- itiNthaii 10 per of- aUM1
violent crimes: -
- About 75'percent of all rapes are
premeditated.
- More than one-third dccur in the
woman's house or apartment.
- Only about one in 10 rapes is
reported.
- Almost one-third -a the rapists
know their victims.
- About 90 percent of all rapists
carry a weapon or threaten death.
"Mesa are the thiiiis women should
understand about rape, which is on the
increase faster than any other violent
crime," she pointed out. "And when
criminologists estimate that a rape
occurs every seven minutes in the
United States, it would certainly seem
important for women to be fully in-
formed."
Artist Norman Rockwell Is Dead At 84;
Mirrored America With His Illustrations
STOCKBRIDGE, Mass.
(AP) - Artist Norman Rock-
well, whose freckled-faced
boys, pigtailed girls, kindly
doctors and small town scenes
mirrored Americana on
Saturday Evening Post covers
and Boy Scout calendars in a
career spanning six decades,
is dead at age 84.
The pale, lean-limbed,
pipesmoking illustrator
worked seven days a week -
with a halfday off for
Christmas - to produce a
canvas mirror of the nation he
loved, but once described
himself as "a hack
illustrator."
He should b5 remembered,
his wife, Molly, said lifter his
death late Wednesday at his
Stockbridge home as "an
artist and illustrator.. well-
known artist and illustrator."
Mrs. Rockwell said her
husband's death was -not
unexpected, and•that he "had
been ill a long time."
Funeral arrangements were
Incomplete early today.
Rockwell's America was a
nation of rough-hewn but
gentle workingmen, prim
grandmothers and soldiers
home from the great war. In
the turbulent 1960s, it was a
nation torn by Vietnam and
divided by race.
It was an America of the
Four Freedoms, a series of
paintings for the Post taken
from a speech to Congress by
Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1941.
The paintings became part of
the nation's war effort and its
rallying cry.
But always it was an
America depicted with a
passion for visual truth - he
worked invariably from live
models • and props, even to
posing a chicken, which he
said would "stand just as
you've placed him for four or
five minutes."
Perhaps the most popular
artist in the United States, -
Rockwell died without at-
taining status in the world of
Laity Forums To Begin Saturday,
Nov. 11, At First Christian Church
"Equipping the Laity for
Ministry Forums," sponsored
by the West Area of the
Christian Church in Kentucky,
will be started at the First
Christian Church, Murray. on
Saturday, Nov. 11, at 9:30a m.
with registration. An opening
skit' will be by the Rev. Ken
Walker Of Sebree.
Five Forums will be held in
which leaders, board mem.
tiers, and members of the
Christian Church in the
Jackson Purchase may enroll.
They include:
The Ministry to the Hospital
and Nursing Homes led Ly the
Visitation Committee of the
First Christian Church of
Murray;
The Shepherding Program
directed by Mr. and Mrs. Don
Sine, of Louisville, both elders
in the Middletown Christian
Church;
The Ministry to Bereaved
Families by Dr. David Webb,
West Area Minister of
Madisonville;
Ministry to the Divorced,
Singles, and Single Parent
Families with the Rev. Robert
New Testament Language
Is Subject Of Seminar
A non-credit seminar in the provide basic information
language of the New preliminary to a formal study
Testament - will be held on of Koine Greek.
Saturday, Nov. 11, and A $5.00 registration and
Saturday, Nov. 18, at Mid- materials Charge will cover
Continent Baptist Bible either or both days of the
College, north of Mayfield. program, and those unable to
attend the first day may
Two professors, Charles register for the second. Each
Blair and Mike Morris, will session will last from 1 to 4
lead the introductory p.m. No pre-registration is
program, which is designed to necessary.
MSU Faculty. Members
To Conduct Keyboard Workshop
Five piano and organ study at the college level, as
faculty members at Murray well as basic astsects of style
State University will conduct and technique, and to present
a free Keyboard Workshop for performances by Murray
high school students in grades State faculty and students.
9-12 and their teachers on
Saturday, Nov. 11.
Sponsored by the Depart-
ment of Music at Murray
State, the workshop on the
campus will include in-
A Chili Supper will be held struction by Judyth Lippman,
at the Lodge Hall. located on Dorothy Mason, Dr. James Murray City Police has
Mayfield Highway 121 at McKeever, Marie Taylor, and charged James H. Medlin, 45,
Highway 1660, Johnny John Winter. Route




Nov. 11, from 6 to 8:30 p.m. are scheduled in the Farrell allegedly passed an altered
The meal of chili, pie, and Recital Hall on the setond Social Secig-ity check here.
drink will be served at a cost floor M the Price Doyle Fine Police say Medlin is
of $1.50 per person, according Arts Center - at 11 a.m. and charged in connection With
to a spokesman. of _ the spon- at 1:30 and  3 p.m; They have check altered to
to Orirviile; jgfirgull455* instead s '
Assembly No. 19 Order of the students with an opportunity Police arrested Medlin ata lhei4 piano and organ' P.liza Motel in Murray.. Rinbow for Girls.
AirProducts Wls +44
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Ledger & Tlmes by First of Michigan.
corp of Murray. areas follows
Chili Supper Planned




Farless, Associate Minister of
First United Methodist
Church of Murray;
The Ministry to the Com-
munity through the After
School Christian Education
Program with ministers, the
"real art."
Critics found his work
simplistic, corny and
superficially photographic -
however much he touched and
delighted millions.
Rockwell never claimed to
be anything more than an
illustrator who made a lot of
money. "I just do the things,
and people pay me very .high
prices," he told The
Associated Press in 1974.
His labors, which began
when he left high school at 16,
produced uncounted works -
including more than 360
covers for the Post, which first
bought his illustratf6ns when
he was 22. He later switched to
Look magazine when the
ownership of the Post changed
hands.
Although much of his work
was nostalgic, he was also an
illustrator of his times: he
spent 26 straight hours on a
Post cover saluting the
historic flight of Charles
Lindbergh, and depicted Neil
Armstrong's footprint on the
dusty surface of the moon
after the first moonwalli in
1969.
. Late in his life, he was often
ill ant confined to a
wheelchair. But in late 1977,
he still made occasional
journeys to his studio in a barn
next to the white colonial
home he shared with his third
wife, Molly.
-It's hell to grow old," he
said then. •
Mrs. Rockwell, 82, a retired
teacher who married the
illustrator in 1961, said shortly
after his death that her
husband's "work was his
passion." His "greatest
delight," she said, were his
Post covers.
"He was very happy and he




community in the Berkshires
that was Rockwell's home and
supplied his models for many
years, also holds his prime
achievements: at the Old




FederalState Market News , Service
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Kentu ic Pur, -base Area Hog Market
Rep, Jrt Int lode,: Buy ing Stations
Receipts. Act 819 Est 400 Barrows &




US 2-3 200-240 lbs.  547.75-48.00
US 2-3 240-250 lb. 546.7547.75
US 2-4 260-2110 lb. 5415.76411.25
Sows'
US 1-2 2$0-350 
US 1-3 300-500 lb. 
US 1-3 450-500 lb.
US 1-3 500450 lb.
US 2-3 300-500 lb.
Boars 132.00-14.00
ftandy Hanuner of MaYrieltdi _C
Rev. Tom Wright and the Rev. 
orr ionsig AmplificatkmsFirst Christian Church.
&miller sessions will be
held on Sunday afternoon and
evening at First Christian
Church of Madisonville for
claurch leaders in Districts 14
and 15 of the Christian Church
in Kentucky.
The members of the
Visitation Committee and
leaders of the Christian
Women's Fellowship of First
Christian Church of Murray
will host the occasion. The
session will end at 3 p.m.
Due to a reporter's error, the newspaper incorrectly
stated the direction a driver was traveling in a front page
story in Wednesday's edition about a youth who was
struck by a car. The story said the driver of the auto,
David Furches, Route 4, Murray, was traveling west. The
• story should have said he was going east. Six-year-old-
Jimmy Page was struck by the auto Furches was driving,
police said.
The Murray ledger & Times tries to Correct promptly any errors
in fact or clarity any misleading information appearing in news ar-
ticles. That is the purpose of this column. To report an error or need
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Elections Could Mean Trouble For President1
By DONALD M.-ROTHBERG
AP Political Writer
President . Carter can
celebrate the prospect of two
more years of large
Democratic majorities in
Congress, but results of the
1978 mid-term elections also
could indicate trouble ahead
for the White House.
Voters turned out five
Democratic senators who
were considered likely
backers of the Strategic Arms
Lfinitation Treaty that Carter
hop to send the Senate for
approval next year.
And the House of
Representatives till have 75
new faces, continuing the
youth movement that made
the 95th Congress often un-
predictable.
The election results also fed
presidential ambitions of
several potential Carter rivals
in 1980.
With all but a handful of
votes counted, the results
showed the Republicans
picked up three Senate seats
and nine House seats and
added six governors to their
nationwide total.
But those. GOP--gains
weren't nearly enough to
reverse Democratic
majorities on Capitol Hill and
in statehouses around the
nation.
The new Senate lineup
apparently will be 58
Democrats, 41 Republicans
and one Independent, Harry
^
F. Byrd of Virginia. However,
Democrat Andrew Miller has
not conceded to Republican
John Warner who led by a tiny
margin in unofficial returns in
their Virginia race.
With-one House race W?
decided, the Democrats hold
277 seats to 157 for the
Republicans. Still out was the
result of a race in South
Dakota between Democrat
Tom Daschle and Republican
Leo K. Thorsness for the seat
vacated by. GOP Rep. Larry-
Pressler, who was elected to
the Senate.
The party lineup among the
nation's governors stands at
32 Democrats and 18
Republicans.
White House Press
Secretary Jody Powell judged
the voters "very much in-
clined to support the
president's efforts next year
to hold the deficit down."
But he added, "I think it is
very difficult to assess what
the combined attitude of the
next Congress will be as op-
posed to the combined attitude
of the last one."
The overall victory sought
by both parties was claimed
by chairmen of both their
national committees.
"It's safe to say the
Republican Party is back,"
said GOP chairman Bill
Brock. -We have re-
established our momentum."
Brock pointed to Republican
victories in governors' races
in Tennessee, Texas,
Nebraska and Wisconsin as
signs the party_ has
strengthened its traditional
Midwestern base and resumed
as growth in the South.
Republican Rep. Thad
Cochran also gave the GOP its
first popularly elected senator
from Mississippi.
Brock also acknowledged
"some very, very serious
losses which hurt a great
deal." High on that list would
the defeats of GOP Sens.
Robert P. Griffin of Michigan
and Edward W. Brooke of
Massachusetts.
Democratic Chairman John
C. White said his party fared
better than the majority
usually does in mid-term
elections and did it in the face
of "unprecedented financial
and organizational efforts" by
the Republicans."
"The average loss for the
president's party in mid-term
elections has been 34 seats,"
said White.
Asked how he thought the
new Congress would get along
with Carter, White replied: "I
wouldn't be a bit  surprised to
see this Congress more
cooperative."
Brock said the key will be
whether the president is
willing to accept Republican
solutions to the nation's
economic problEms.
"The president is almost
compelled to move toward the
Republican position if he's
Hubbard Requests Probe Of
Wiretapping Case By Bell
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky.,
is keeping up the pressure for
more light to be shed on a
wiretapping case at
Lexington.
He asked U.S. Attorney
General Griffin Bell for
"prompt consideration of and
a current status report" on the
matter.
The reference was to the
dismissal of a telephone tap
complaint against Stuart T.
Swartz, a Lexington
businessman, by a U.S.
magistrate last September.
Swartz had been charged
with trying the arrange the
bugging of telephone calls of
Terry McBrayer, who has
announced as a candidate for
governor and is regarded as
 . the favorite of Gov.--rOan
- Carroll.
Hubbard has said he will
announce his Democratic
- gubernatorial candidacy on an
anti-administration platform
next month.
A week ago, Hubbard asked
the U.S. magistrate for a
transcript of the Sept. 13 court
hearing when the complaint
against Swartz was dismissed,
declaring "I have my own
personal reason" and that be
has learned about new in-
formation in the case.
In the letter to Bell, the 1st
District congressman said
several constituents and many
--Other Kentuckians "continue
to ask me questions about the
case."
Then he related the
background, including the
magistrate's ruling that the
government had failed to
establish probable cause that
Swartz had committed a
crime.
An FBI complaint had
alleged that Swartz tried to
get a telephone company
worker to tap McBrayer's
telephones in both Frankfort
and Lexington.
At the time of the purported
offense, McBrayer was state
commerce commissioner with
an office here and a home at
Lexington.
Hubbard said he has learned
that the FBI has completed its
investigation of the Swartz
case and turned over its report
to U.S. Attorney Patrick
Molloy of Lexington.
He quoted a news article as
saying that Molloy still can
seek indictment of Swartz by a
federal grand jury, but so far
has declined to say if he would
do so.
Hubbard said he is asking a
reply from Bell on how things
stand.
The congressman said the
Sept. 13 hearing included FBI
Agent James Huggins of
Frankfort, the government's
only witness.
He cited 'Huggins as saying
seven conversations between
Swartz and Wells, a General
Telephone Co. installer-
repairman, were recorded
between Feb. 4 and July 22 of
this year.
He quoted Huggins as
saying a $5,000 payment was
mentioned at two of the
recorded meetings, once only
for Wells and the next time for
both Wells and Swartz.
Insurance Reps
Say Control Unneeded
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Representatives of the
hospital and health insurance
industries in Kentucky have
contended that the state does
not need to regulate hospital
costs because costs are being
kept down through voluntary
efforts.
John Watkins, senior vice
president of Blue Cross-Blue
Shield of Kentucky, told the
Interim Joint conunittee on
Health and Welfare_ on_
Wednesday that r his
organization operates a
voluntary hospital rate review
program in cooperation with
the Kentucky Hospital
Association to help hold down
rising health care costs.
William Conn, executive







Yours does. His name is / s 4
Lawrence E Lamb, M D
and starting this week he
makes his house calls in
your newspaper. Don't miss
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has kept the average cost of a
hospital stay in Kentucky
lower than the national
average.
Under the voluntary
program, hospitals may not
increase rates without prior
approval by Blue Cross-Blue
Shield and must justify
proposed increases.
C.H. Richardson, chairman:
of the Kentucky Voluntary
Effort Steering Committee,.
said voluntary hospital- rate- -
review has saved more than
$18 million in cost increases
over the last five years.
He said Kentucky's two U.S.
senators voted against federal
mandatory cost containment
standards because it would be
an inflexibleasystem.
Sen. John Berry, D-New
Castle, said most legislators
would like to see business
regulate Itself rather than to
have government in-
tervention.
"But no matter how good a
job you're doing, the people of
this state are faced with
health costs they can't pay, so
the government has to do
something about it," Berry
said.
The committee had
originally formed a special
subcommittee to study rising
health care costs, but the LAC
refused to approve it last
week, saying there were
already too many sub-
committees.
To get around the LRC
action, the entire committee
met Wednesday to begin its
probe.
However, Rep. Jerry Kleier,
D-Louisville, committee
clfairman, said he will
going to save this economy,"
said the GOP chairman.
Before all the votes had
been counted Tuesday night,
Powell conceded the new
Senate would be less
hospitable - SALT-11
agreement tfitfl was the last.
A look at the turnseem
seemed to support that-rim.
Democratic Sens. Dick
Clark of Iowa, Thomas
McIntyre of New Hampshire
and Floyd Haskell of
Colorado, all of whom were
likely supporters of a new
U.S.-Soviet arms agreement,
were beaten by Republicans
certain to line up with 'op.
ponents.
The victors were Roger
Jepsen in Iowa, Gordon
Humphrey in New Hampshire
---affid Rep. William L. Arm-
strong in Colorado, all con-
servative Republicans.
In addition, Rep. William S.
Cohen, R-Maine, who defeated
Democratic Sen. William
Hathaway, and Rudy Bosch-
witz, GOP winner over Sen.
Wendell Anderson, D-Minn.,
would be considered uncertain
on SALT while the men they
defeated were regarded as
sure supporters.
In governors' races,
Edmund G. Brown Jr. easily
won second term In
California and rematned a
potential Democratic
challenger to Carter in 1900.
Republican Gov. James
Thompson of Illinois also won
easily enough to feed his White
House hopes.
Senate Republican Leader
Howard H. Baker Jr. of
1
Tennessee, another 1980
prospect, also was re-elected
by a respectable margin, and
Rep. Philip Crane, R-Ill., an. _
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AN OPEN LETTER TO
ENDY'S CUSTOMERS:
--Afthough totally lin ed, there are malicious stories about national
hamburger chains currently circulating throughout this area.
Originally somebody's idea of a joke, these stories allege that they use
something other than 100% beef in their hamburgers.
Tblt is NOT TRUE at Wendy's.
Wendy's Old Fashioned Hamburger Restaurants has a creed of quality
nationwide that demands we use 100% USDA inspected Beef -- no additives, no
extenders -- just domestic beef, ground fresh daily. The accompanying letter from










WE AT KESTERSON MEAT;CO. , HAVE BEEN
SERVICING WENDY 3 OLD FASHION HAIABURGERS
IN MURRAY AND PADUIAF1 SINCE MA Y 147P .
-..GROUND BEEF IS PREPARED TO WEYDY ' SPECIFI-
CATIONS UNDER lt/NSTANT UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE INSPECTION AND
DELIVERED FRESH DAILY. WENDY1 S  CREED OF' 
QUALITY NATION WIDE DEMANDS TEAT WE USE
ONLY 1001 PURE U. S ,D. A . INSPECTED. DOMESTIC,
BEEF - NO ADDITIVES AND—NO EXTENDERS




Here are four coupons, good for special low prices on our Hamburgers, Chili,
Frosty Dairy Dessert, and French Fries. We hope you'll clip them out, bring them
in, and once again enjoy the finest all-beef hamburgers anywhere -- at Wendy's.
Chestnut St. at 12th
Murray
411, 




this coupon entities YOU to
20 cents of Wends'




Your Friends at Wendy's
ONE MEE NAMIKIPPOIN PEN COUPON
FREE
tfAMTIVIIGER
Now at Wench, s
Old f ashioned Hamburgers
4his coupon entitles you
to a free Single Hamburger
with the purchase of Piro






ONE OMER FRE Ncu INES PEN COUPON.
1.54,OFF
TRIEWEFFitits
Now at Wendy s
Old Cashroned Hamburgers
this coupon
entitles you folic-int; off













Now at Wendy s•
Old ashmoed fiamburgers
this coupon entitles yop to
15 cents off • thick. rich Frosty
Murray Only
Offer E %Pores
hiCerember 44. 1976 •
a. aba•Pro
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TOUR WASHINGTON — Pictured on the steps of the U. S. Capitol with U. S.
Congressman Carroll Hubbard is a group of senior citizens from Calloway, Marshall
and McCracken Counties. The group recently visited with Congressman Hubbard, who






















CINCINNATI (AP) — While
admitting that looks never
won a court case_ author-
attorney Louis Nizer sad he
has cultivated a way to "look
natural in an unnatural way"
for photographers.
"Thorougii preparation_ is
the be-all and end-all of all
endeavors," said Nizer, a
much interviewed person here
to address the Cincinnati Bar
Associaton Monday.
Nizer's clients over the
years have included Present
Lyndon a Johnson, Elisabeth
Taylor and Ohio Gov. James
A. Rhodes.
All the felicity in the world
can't substitute for having
something to say," he said.
Nizer said life in a cour-
troom is not the same as
depicted on the Perry Mason
television shows.
once saw one of those. I
wish it were as easy as that.
Witnesses do not break,".
Nizer said.
Nizer's ninth novel was
published recently,
"Reflection, Without
Mirrors." In it, he discusses
personal theories about law
and crime.
He also argues against
capital punishment, an issue
he describes as "old as the
hills." Nizer's chief argument
against it is -it demeans us."
"In all of us there is a little
hairy figure crying for blood. I
-don't watt tht hairy figure
ruling the. country. Besides
that, it does not deter
criminals," Nizer said.
Nizer conceded that society'
has become almost too
dependent on settling issues in -
the courts.
"If You didn't have that
outlet, you'd have violence ...
People don't sleep on their
rights the way they used to,"
he said.
Kremlin Writer Denounces U.S. Discos
sipscow (4P) — A
Kremlin journalist is
denouncing New York discos
as havens of decadence and
loneliness where dancers
snort cocaine in the
bathrooms and -spend a
whole night sfuik.ing with the
lights and dreaming of fame,
success and Money. "
America's young people are
stupefied by these distrac-
tions, a sort of "nirvana for
lonely people who don't want
to have contact with anyone
and who Couldn't anyway,"
Geririkh Borovic of the official
Soviet. news agency lass
wrote in Monday's edition of
Literary Gazette.
He claimed clever disco
operators are exploiting the
special sound and light
systems, the allure of talen-
tless movie stars and an ex-
clusive admissions policy in
order to make a fortune off the
unsuspecting young.
"How many lonely people
are there in America? Very
many!" Borovic said. "In any
case the numbers are suf-
ficient that in two years' time
the multibillion-dollar disco
industry founded on loneliness
has spread rapidly through
the country."
Discotheques are prac-
tically non-existant in the
He said U.S. Chief Justice
Warren Burger's assessment
that 50 percent of all-lawyers
• are unqualified is "partly
true, but greatly overstated.".
The Columbia Univesity
Law School graduate claimed
that most lawyers are
honorable," but he added that
''perfect justice is impossible.




1. Have your brush by the street bekrefirAdasutarea's pick-up Nov.
13)
2. Limbs must be stacked with cut end at street side, and no longer than 5ft.
3. Logs :.No larger than 6 inches in diameter or longer than 2 feet.




disco, the Blue Bird, attracts
young sons and daughters
from among the Soviet
Union's government elite.
They enter at p.m. leave by
10 p.m. and feast on such
goodies as cucumbers,
tomatoes, fruit juices and
other non-alcoholic drinks.
Studio 54, therefore, was
quite an eyeful for Borovic.
Calling it "the most famous
discotheque in New York,"
Borovic ridiculed the huge
crowds waiting anxiously
outside hoping to be noticed in
their -outrageous clothes" or
let in to dance.
Only a "privileged few" can
enter, the journalist said.
"Long, black limousines with
tinted windshields pull up and
the golden fishes of both sexes
come out and go serenly
through the doors."
Borovic said he got inside
because he was accompanied
by Rod McKuen, the
American poet-singer who
recently visited the Soviet
Union to record an album.
Borovic did have praise for
the "first-class" audio system
that cost 9300,000, and the
electronic lighting effects
synchronized with the music.
But the lounges were a
different matter.
"...in the men's toilet on the
second floor a man in a bright
red velvet smoking jacket was
attentively looking at his
features in the mirror,"
Borovic wrote. "Unhurriedly
he poured out of a yellow box a
pinch of white powder, placed
it on his thumbnail and
snorted it. Everything was
done calmly, without any
hurrying, without looking at
any doorways, very openly, in
Visiting another Manhattan
discotheque called Eternity,
Borovic said he was disturbed
by the multitude of mirrors
around the dance floor that
permitted young people to
have themselves as a partner.
Seeing yourself in the
surroundings of a crowd, the
colorful lights, it is easy to
forget a dull job and to feel
yourself the star _.of some
gigantic Broadway musical
costing thousands of dollars,"
Borovic wrote. "One can
spend a whole nizbt
hallucinating."
INSURANCE—BONDS- REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON
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The Number To Call
.Off! Radio/Recorder Combo
or Work, School or Travel Fun •




Deloxe AM/FM cassette recorder offers lis-
tening choice plus lightweight convenience!
Great for taping lectures and notes, learning
a new language, or recording off-the-air.
"Sleep" control shuts off radio automatically.
Features LED battery indicator, pause control,,
built-in mike, digital counter, Auto-Stop, AFC
on FM, monitor switch. Jacks for external
mike, remote control and speaker. Comes with,
earphone, wrist strap and batteries. AC/12V
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BREAD TASTING — Robert Carpenter and his father, Jim Carpenter of Murray, sam-
ple some prize winning bread by Louise Stafford, of Benton during The Homeplace-
1850's Harvestfest in southern Land Between The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre public
demonstration area in western Kentucky and Tennessee.
MSU Brass Trio Will
Give Concert Nov. 12
Music by Lose!, Bernstein,
Morley, Weelkes, Gay, Isaac,
and Presser will make up the
program for the fall concert of
the Murray State University
Brass Trio on the campus
Sunday, Nov. 12.
To begin at 3:30 p.m. in the
Recital Hall Annex of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
the concert is open to the
public at no charge.
Members of the music
faculty make up the B{ass
Trio. They are: Robert
Scribner, trumpet; ) John












Net annual yield 8.33°0
6-7 year
Certificate of Deposit'
Si 000 min. dep.
Net annual yield 8.06%
Highlights of the program
include a 20th century French
trio work by Jean Louel and
the complete series of Brass
Music by Leonard Bernstein.
The Bernstein work consists of
solos for trumpet, horn, tenor
trombone, and tuba, with a
final fanfare which brings
together all four instruments.
Robert Lee Kidd III, bass
trombonist and a member of
the faculty, wW join the trio
for its performance of the
Bernstein composition.
MODEL FAMILY
BROWN DEER, Wis. (AP)
— The Ewald Paulat'famliy
sticks together like glue.
Paulat, his daughter,
Andrea, 15, and son, Mark, 12,
are all model plane en-
thusiasts.
In the past five years, they
have constructed a total of
about 100 plastic models.
Paulin said he became
interested in building model
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Researchers Question Long-Held Beliefs About
Continental Army's Winter Stay At Valley Forge
VALLEY FORGE, Pa. i AP )
— As the story goes, George
Washington chopped down the
cherry tree, then when con-
fronted by his father teased
up, saying, "I cannot tell a
lie."
Amost every school boy who
ever fibbed heard that one.
But the foundation of that
great lesson in honesty has
long been questioned, and now
stories from Washington's
encampment at Valley Forge
are being challenged by
researchers bent on setting
history straight.
An abundance of fresh in-
formation has been uncovered
on the Continental Army's
stay here over 200 years ago—
so much the National Park
Service says brochures and
handbooks will have to be
revamped.
"They will be rewritten on
the basis of new and very
clear documentary evidence,"
says Wayne Bodle, a Park
Service historian taking part
in the study. It should take
another six months."
The Valley Forge project is
being coordinated by
Jacqueline Thibaut, another
Park Service historian who's
in Europe examining British
and French archives for old
RevolutionaryWar era
documents.
She says that research so
far shows that contrary to last
year's Christmas stamp and
'the report of Isaac Potts, a
contemporary of Washington,
the future president did not
kneel in prayer for his troops
here during Christmas week
of 1777.
That story, she says, and the
one about the Cherry tree, are
"myth — part of the 19th
century beatification of
Washington."
Bodle said in no interview,
"We have found that some
things commonly believed to
be true, can't be proved one
way or the other — like
2'2 year
Certificate of Deposit' 1
S1,000 min. dep.
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"The plbce where thouson4 are saving millions"
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
-PADUCA H, KY.
Washington kneeling in
prayer, or the stories of the
bloody footprints in the snow.
"We do know that thousands
of soldiers did not have shoes,
that the roads were covered
with frozen ruts, so it's
probably safe to assume some
feet did bleed, but bloody
footprints?"
"Very little research was
ever done on the park, so
we've really had to start from
scratch. So many historical
documents are scattered in
private collections."
The research, costing
$230,000, was begun shortly
after Pennsylvania turned the
2,250-acre park over to the
Park Service two years ago.
History -books, including
ones still sold here, describe
the Continental Army that
entered Valley Forge on Dec.
19, 1777, as a ragged, freezing,
half-starved collection of men
who were untrained and un-
disciplined.
But Miss Thibaut and Bodle
say the latest research shows
the soldiers were able enough
to build sturdy fortifications,
and that throughout the winter
they gave the British troops
fits.
"From the latest research,
it seems the conditions were
probably as bad as the history
books paint, but it's also clear
they weren't just hibernating
out there ler the winter," said
Bodle. "And the notion the
British sat warm and toasty in
Philadelphia also clearly isn't
the case.
"Washington's army was
harassing the British army
throughout the winter, sen-
ding out raiding parties at
regular intervals. It's quite
clear they really gave the
British a-hard time.
"Washington not only had
tremendous military ability,
but the ability to simply get
things done. He was a
politician in the best sense of
the word.
"Re could take what he saw
with his eyes and make very
vivid images on paper, in
letters, for instance begging
Congress for supplies. It was
Washington who wrote you
could track the course of the
arniy by the bloody footprints
in the snow. He created some
of the enduring images that
have stayed with us when we
think of Valley Forge."
Adds Miss Thibaut: "We
have found nothing that will
change the basic outline of the
history of the period, but the
stories of a barely mobile,
stumbling army coming into
Valley Forge are untrue."
In addition to Park Service
historians, research is being
carried out by a man-and-wife
Radio ihaek
architectural team camped in
a trailer at the park and by
archeoleglets from
Philadelphia's University
Museum Both are under
stittá federidigency.
The archeologists are
studying the terrain with
aerial infra-red photographs,
soil penetrating radar and
magnetometers, instruments
that can locate such features
as old roadbeds and en-
trenchments by detecting
fluctuations in the earth's
magnetic field.
The archeologists have
found soldiers' trash pits, one
filled with animal bones and
nut shells, some musket balls,
and a button or two.
'Once we know for sure
what animals the bones are
from, it will tell us something
about the soldiers' diet," says
University Museum ar-
cheologist Helen Schenck.
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..PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
Anderson, for what used to be Vice
President Walter F. Mondale's Senate
seat. Republican David Dureriburger
won the seat once held by the late
Hubert R Humphrey. Republican Rep.
Albert Quie was leading for governor.
And overnight, Minnesota was a GOP
state again, as Humphrey found it
years ago.
None of that has much to do with
Carter or national issues. Anderson
arranged--ea -governor te-have himself
appointed to the Senate, and only once
has a man who gained the office that
way managed to gain it by election.
Democratic division helped open the
way for Durenburger. Quie led a
Democratic governor who had a
reputation for being amiable but rather
disorganized.
New Hampshire ousted its ardently
conservative Republican governor,
Meldrim Thomson, in favor of a
Democrat named Hugh Gallen. Gallen
taught Thomson that two could play the
campaign genie • ot opposing a state
income or sales tat, and denounced an
electric utility rate increase the
governor had approved.
Scratch one conservative, but don-'t
try to read it as a trend, even in
Thomson's state. For Republican
Gordon Humphrey bows to no man's
conservatism_ And the airline pilot
from Sunapee beat Democratic Sen.
Thomas J. McIntyre.
The Kansas voters who elected
Republican Nancy Landon Kassebaum,
All's daughter, to be the only woman
senator also turned out their
Republican governor, Robert Bennett,
in favor of John Carlin, Democrat,
dairy farmer and speaker of the state
Hour.
For the record, Carter campaigned
personally thisk fall in 19 states. In. those
states, as elsewhere, there was no clear
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The .effort apparently suc-
ceeded too well. The number of
- medical schools has almost
doubled and they are now tur-
ning out 15,000 physicians a
year.
galifano's announcement is
in line with a study released
last spring by the Institute of
Medicine, an arm of the
National Academy of Sciences.
The institute found that not
only were there too many doc-
tors, but too many were going
into high-priced specialties. It
called for a 10-year lid on the
size of medical school classes,
the shelving of plans for new
medical schools and
"maximum pressure"  on
medical schools and hospitals
Washington Today
to encourage more doctors to
go into family practice.
To exert that pressure, the
government will now direct its
financial support to institutions
that train general and family
practitioners and other basic-
care specialties. It will also of-
fer more scholarships to
students planning to practice
family-oriented medicine or
who pledge to practice in doc-
tor-short rural areas and ghet-
tos for at least two years after
_ ----------
-




Tough as competition is now
for places in- the nation's
medical schools, it is going to
gettougher. .
In a reversal of a 16-year-old
policy, Health, Education and
WeIfare Secretary Joseph A.
Cahfano Jr. says the govern-
mint will encourage medical
schools to gradually reduce
,thar enrollments to head off a
thleatened oversupply of
ph sicians. 
Sack in 1962, when medical
schools were graduating only. graduation.
8000 physicians a year, the Thus the news need not be
federal government launched discouraging to young people
an ffort to solve a doctor shor=------wila aspire to careers dedicated
to medicine. It is just that the





As A13-Year-Old Boy,ifle Helped
Build The Calloway Courthouse
Luke Blanton was a 13-year-old boy
when they built the Calloway County
courthouse, but he had a full-time job
on the project.
"I got 50 cents a day," he recalled the
other day while seated on the porch of
his home at 506 North First Street and
clutching a heavy, black overcoat about
his neck against a chilling north wind.
"I carried water for the fellows
working in the concrete and did other
odd jobs," he said. "Our days were
long, too. We worked from sunup until
sundown six days a week. You didn't
make much money in those days. The
skilled men only made about $1.25 aday...
At the time, there was a pump and
town watering trough on the court
square about where the Civil War
monument is today. It was there that
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
Garter's Achievements
wASHINGTON AP: — At the White
House, they're boasting of President
Carter's achievements in support of
•.- Democrats in the mid-term elections.
Such beneficiaries as Wendell
Andirson and William D. Hathaway,
auto be former senators, presumably
do not share this enthusiasm.
By the same token, Senators-elect
Carl Levin of Michigan and Paul E.
Tsongas of Massachusetts, and
Gbvariaor-oloc-4- -Robert Graham of
Florida probably do.
Carter campaigned for them all, with
totally predictable results. The
Democrats who got his personal
campaign help ,won some and lost
some.
Nationally, the numbers indicate that
Carter's impact on the election returns
was negligible.
"It's one of the best off-year elections
that any president has ever had," said
- White House Press Secretary Jody
Powell, asskieing the outcome while
The votes Was being counted Tuesday
night. "No preldent in recent history
- has been so invotved in the re-election
et Democratic candidates."
, That involvement didn't do much for
Anderson qf Minnesota, Hathaway of
Maine, or for Sens. Floyd k. Haskell of
- Colorado or Dick Clark of Iowa. They
all lost.
So did-Republican Sens. Edward W.
Brooke of Massachusetts and Robert P.
Griffin of Michigan.
In terms of overall party strength,
the story of the 1978 elections is that
awe lsin't any. Senate and statehouse
----bieimbents suffered same-- surprise
detests. But the Democrats are only
slightly less dominant than before.
The Republicans picked up two
Senate seats, and could wind up
enlarging their minority by three.
Their House gains were modest, a
pickup of eight seats with the possibility
that the final net change could vary a
seat or two either way.
But a 60-40 Senate split isn't that
much different from the 62-311 count in
the last Congress
-And if the Democratic margin isn't
two-to-one in the new House, it is still
vast.
By gaining governors in at taut five
states, the Republicans strengthened
their position going into As_ 1990
presidentia I campaign.
They picked up one of the big elec-
toral vote states with the election of
Richard Thornburgh as gaternor of
Pemsylvania.
The real movement wasn't national.
It was in the upheaval that occurred in
dabs like Minnesota and
Republican Rudy Boechwitz beat
pattern in the outcome.
Gerald R. Ford claimed he had "a
better batting average" than the
president in campaigning for winners.
He struck out in the effort to elect his
old friend Griffin, who retired,,,, then
,changed his mind, then got retired.
That scorekeeping system doesn't
work in mid-term elections. In an
Associated PreseNBC News survey of
: voters outside their polling places,
three out of four ..saidCarter had -no
impact on their election decisions.
Among those who said the president
was a factor, about half said it in-
fluenced them toward voting for
Democrat and about half said they
were swayed to vote Republican.
Next election, the national figures
won't have to debate about their
relative impact They'll measure it in
presidential competition. Carter will
have no shortage of would-be op-
ponents. Republican Sen. Howard H.-
- Baker Jr. of Tennessee won as expected
—and nourished his prospects as a likely
candidate for 1980 nomination. So did
• Gov. James R. Thompson and Reps.
--Philip M. Crane and John Andersou„all
of Illinois. Crane is the only declared..„
candidate for,the GOP nomination, but
the list will be a long one by primary
time.
And in California, Gov. Edmund G.
"Jerry" Brown Jr. won big, promised
frugality and austerity in government,
and kept his Democratic options open.
He isn't saying that he will or will not
challenge Carter for the nomination in
1900. "I have locked nothing in and
nothing out," said Brown.
Luke got the water for the concrete
workers, who in those days mixed their
:iwn concrete by hand in big, flat vats —
hard, back-breaking work with hoes,
rakes and shovels — blending the sand,
gravel, mortar and water into the mix.
Colie Pool, an uncle of the late Kirk
Pool, whose widow, Ruby, lives on
Olive Street, was a foreman on the
project, which was finished in 1913, and
was Luke's boss. The courthouse ap-
pears today much the Mine as it did
when the job was finished.
+++
Luke came to Murray in 1908 from
Dover, Tenn., where he was born. His.
parents were Johnny and Minnie
Blanton, and his father worked "at the
old gravel pit over near the railroad."
Creavel -fee--most -of the- streets of
Murray came out of that pit, he said.
He managed to finish the eighth
grade "at the schoolhouse down where
the old Douglas school is now," before
spending the next 62 years of his life as
one of the most dependable and hard
working handy men in Murray.
For years, he helped the late Otley
Robertson, an uncle of Dr. W. J. Pit-
man's, "build basements all over
Murray." He also was a roofer and a
painter as well as a doer of just about
any kind of job that needed taking care
of around a house. "I always had a
job," he said, a touch of pride in his
voice. -Then with a chudde, he added,
"I had to, 'canseive had 12 children." --
"There were times when things got,
pretty rough," he went on, "and when
some of 'em would say they wanted
meat, 1 would tell 'em to 'run around
the house and I will meet you' We
didn't have that too often.
"Folks were pretty good to us,
though, and lots of times Dr. (B. F.)
Berry would help us." Dr. Berry was a
Murray dentist,- whose office at one
time was in the old Citizens Bank
Building before it burned. Peoples
Today In History
By The Associate4Press
Today is Thursday, Nov. 9, the 313th
day of 1978. There are 52 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1918, Germany's
Kaiser Wilhelm abdicated at the end of
World War I.
On this date
In 1872, a fire broke out in Boston, and
nearly 1,000 buildings were destroyed.
In 1933, President Franklin Roosevelt
created the Civil Works Administration
to provide Ohs for more than 4
jobless men and women.
In 1938, bands of Nazis roamed the
streets of Germany, burning and
destroying Jewish synagogues, homes
and places of business.
In 1953, the U.S. Supreme Court
confirmed a 1922 ruling that major
league basebalLibma not come under
pled by a mamba power failure. .
In 1970, former French President
Charles de Gaulle died at the age of 79.
Ten years ago: A father andtwo sons
from the Arab nation of Yemen were
arrested in New York and charged with •
conspiring to assassinate President-
elect Richard Nixon.
Five years ago: Former CIA agent
Howard Hunt was sentenced in.
Washington to 21/2 years in prison for
his participation in the Watergate
break-in, and five others got shorter
terms.
One year ago Israeli fighter-
bombers attacked targets in southern
Lebanon, and the Lebanese govern-
ment sal4 two villages were leveled,
with at least 60 civilians killed.
Today's birthda ys : Former Vice
President Spiro Agnew is 60 years old.
Former Ambassador Sargent Shriver Is
R't
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anything to laugh at when you're old.
Bank is located on that site today.
±±+
Although remarkably alert for a man
his age, Luke had a trouble remem-
bering the names of all his children.
One of them, Mrs. Jorine Kendall,
whose son, Thomas, is one of Murray
High's star football players today,
helped him with this.
L. V., who is blind, lives at Ft. Bragg,
N. C., with a sister, Mrs. Jenny Sue
Bevlet. Two are in the Army, Johnny in
Germany and Charles at Fort Camp-
bell Gene lives at Cottage Grove,
Tenn., while the other six live in
Murray. Mrs. Gladys Kenley, Luke,
Jr., Lemuel, Mrs. Virginia Middleton,
Mamie Lou Foster and Ruth Todd
Mrs. Blanton is the former Virginia
efield, a native of Murray and
whom Luke met at a dance.
For many years, Luke and his family
lived in a house in the wooded area
behind the Main Street home of the late
Dr. Ben Keys and his wife, Polly. A
Murray physician, Dr. Keys .was one of
the founders of the Keys-Houston
Clinic, the forerunner of the Houston-
McDevitt Clinic as we knew it before it
burned a couple years back.
But since 1961, Luke and Virginia,
and those of their children who have
still been with them, have lived at their
North First Street address.
Luke worked until last November
when he-became ill one afternoon as he
was leaving thp hopse to go hunting.
Until then, with exception of a 1915 bout
with typhoid fever, he had never been
sick a day in his life. But since then, he
has been in the hospital, had surgery
and seldom ventures very far from the
hou.se,
"Except for getting beat up or cut up
a little bit every now and then, I never
had to go to a doctor," he laughed,
pulling the overcoat still tighter about
his neck.
Luke has witnessed many changes in
Murray. Shaking his head at the
thought of the city's congested traffic
today, he clearly recalled going to the
square to see the first automobile
brought into town. It was' E'Imus
Beale's. Mr. Beale was in the
automobile business where Ward-
Elkins is today. "I'd seen one or two of
those buggy-like cars," he said, "but
Mr. Beale's was Qv first automobile I
ever saw. Mr. Ben Grogan had one .o1
the first ones, too." Mr. Grogan wall
president of the Bank of Murray.
No, he said, he didn't work on any of
the buildings at Murray Slate after it
was started in 1922, explaining, "I was
too busy packing tobacco."
Bible Thought
I was envious at the foolish when I
saw the „prosperity of the wicked. —
Psalm 73:3.
111-gotten gains of the unworthy often
vex us, especially when we are trying to
do what is right. The psalmist was
upset until he went into the sanctuary of
God, "then," said he, "I understood
their end." God's pay-day is not every
Saturday night.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
Included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.,
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any Letter and I
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:





An earthqueke occurred today at 11
Murray and Calloway County
No injuries and no major damage were
reported in the area.
Fire destroyed a cleanup shop
operated by Calvin and Steve Todd and
p body shop operated by Ken and
Howard Todd and Leon Arnold on the
Pottertown Road yesterday morning.
The buildings were owned by Eddie
Morgan.
Deaths reported include George
Milton, 77, and C. T. Bowerman.
Steve Compton, Olivia Cook, Martha
Hendon, Richard Hopkins, Dana
Johnson, Mike Johnson, Donna Jones,
Richard Larson, Mary Matarazzo,
Paula Owen, Peggy Owen, Melanie
Phillips, Jan Reagan, Tommy Resig,
Rowland, Kathy Rowlett, Mike
Ity,an, Gary Wilcox, • and Ernie
watakos are seniors at Murray High
School *tic are members of the school
band. They -were honored at the last
home football' game last night when
Murray High beaf`Fort Campbell.
Army Pfc. Joseph 'a...James, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Wissi James, is
serving with the Infantry inlay Ninh,
Vietnam. , .
20 Years Ago N.
Mum-ray took another big step last
night at 11 o'clock when nearly 4,000
telephones in the city and county went
on the dial system, according to F. H.
Riddle, commercial manager for the
Southern Bell Telephone Company. A
modern new plant has been constructed
at North 7th and Olive Streets adjacent
to the commercial office building of the
company.
Deaths reported include Michael
Dwain Ahart, 13 months and Noah
Wicker, 81.
Mayor Pro-tern Joe Dick presided at
the meeing of the Murray City Council
in the absence of Mayor Holmes Ellis.
Charlie Grogan is city clerk.
Mrs. HOWard Olila, Robert Bear,
Blaine Ballard, and Shelia Fox will be
soloists in the production of "Messiah"
to be presented by local church choirs
and other interested persons at Murray
on Dec. 14.
Joe Bob Brewer led the Murray High
School Tigers as they marched 91 yards
-late in the fourth quarter to outlast the
Paris Grove High Blue Devils 27 to 20 in
a football_game at Paris, Tenn.
30 Years Ago
Le. sand Leroy Todd, father and son of
Almo, and Leon and Clifford Smith of
Murray took top honors yesterday in
the beef cattle show sponsored by the
Calloway County Farm Bureau at the
Murray „Livestock Yards.
.Deaths reported include George
Edmund Robinson.
Mary Belle Meadows, Child Welfare
Worker for the state of Kentucky in
Murray, has issued an appeal for local
persons to be substitute parents for
children who are needing a temporary
home..
Paul Blankenship, Gene Geurin, Bill
Parks, Joe Thurman, Carolyn Melugin,
Nancy Wear, Lochie Faye Hart, Janot
Smith, Martha Stagner, Billy Crago,
Gene Hendon, Donald Starks, Zeta
Yatea. William McElrath, Anna Ruth
--,„ltillington, and James Bondur ant are
=Albers of the cast of the play. "Best
Foot Forward," to be presented in
December by the Dramatics. Club of
Murray High School.
A banquet and open house at Murray
High School on Nov. 11 has been
planned as a climax for the observance
of American Education Week, ac-
cording to City Supt. W. Z. Carter.




It was generous of you to spend so
much time with us during our Annual
Haunted House. The cooperation and
support you gave us definitely acIded up
to that extra push that meant success.







The Murray Woman's Club'
Help Appreciated
Dear Editor--
The members of the Hi-Y Club of
Murray High School wish to thank
everyone in the community who sup-
ported our recent car wash. We would
also like to extend our thanks to Mr.
Glen Travis, the owner of the northside
car wash for his generous contribution
of the car wash and -vacuum cleaners.
The proceeds of the car wash will be
donated to the Padircah Lions Club
Telethon.
The Murray Hi-Y is a Christian
service dub affiliated with the YMCA
of Kentucky and is composed of Murray
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'Soundsations' To Raise Money For WKMS-FM
WKMS-FM, the fine arts
radio station of Murray State
University, will attempt to
raise $5,000 in listener con-
tributions during "Sound-
sations," its . second annual
fundraising campaign, Nov. 9-
12.
Several special events have
been planned, including an
eight-hour live concert direct
from WKMS studios, a
nostalgia festival of old radio
shows, and a 30-hour
• ' Classical Top-40" broadcast.
Bruce Smith, station
manager, 'pointed out that
• 'SoWitisiltionC _.both -.a
fundraising and a public
awareness campaign.
We want residents of the
region to know of our finaacial
needs," he said, "but we also
hope 'Soundsations' will at-
tract new listeners to the
station by making them aware
of our unusual fine arts
program services."
He added that WKMS
derives most of its income
from Murray State and from
federal government grants.
However, it relies on listener
support to pay for new




will he used to iaarclasa ad-- -
ditional fine arts programs,
records, and equipment,
according to Smith. Listeners
Now Is The Time To Plan
For Next Tax Return
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Now is the time to start
planning for the tax return you
must file by next April 15 and
the recently passed tax
reform act could affect your
actions. •
Most of the bill's provisions
do not take effect until 1979,
but that doesn't rnean you can
wait to find out attout them.
A key change is the increase
in the standard deduction —
formally called the "zero-
bracket amount." And
knowing about the change
could help you decide whether
to itemize your deductions for
1978.
When you spend can
sometimes be as important as
what you spend in deter-
mining your deductions and
you may be able to save
money by advancing or
dolaying.major purchases and
payments.
The idea is to use deductible
expenses when they will do the
most good, lumping them
together into one year or
another. to. boost your total
deductions above the standard
level.
Start by estimating what
your 1,78 deductions would be
if you itemized them. Try also
to estimate your deductible
expenses for 1979. Compare
the totals to the standard
deduction.
Under existing law, a
married couple filing a joint
return gets a standard
.deduction of $3,200. If your
income is less than $3,200, you
pay no tax at all. ( The figure is
$2,200 for a single person.) The
new law, which will apply
when you file your return in
1980, increases the zero-
bracket amount to $3,400 for
married coupres filing joint





1 lt Se. 120i - 7534035
If your itemized totals will
be on the borderline — just
about equal to the standard
deduction — you might want '
to --shift spending and,
therefore, deductions.
Suppose you are considering
buying a new car or other big-
ticket item. If you make the
purchase in December, you
would be eligible, if you
itemize, for a sales tax
deduction on your 1978 return.
If you wait until January to
buy, you'll get the deduction
.on the return you fill out in
1980. •
Here's another example:
You've pledged $200 to a
charitable organization. Do
you want to make good on the
pledge now or wait until after
the first of the year? Are there
medical bills that you can pay
early?
Assume lou are married,
filing jointly and you expect
your itemized deductions for
1978 and 1979 to be about the
same — say $3,100. At first
glance, you would be better off
with the, standard deduction
both years. You would get a
tax-free total of $6,600.
If, however, you can boost
your 1978 deductions to over
$3,200 by shifting spending,
you may be able to itemize.
Let's say you shift $400 worth
of deductible spending from
1979 to 1978: You would take
1978 itemized deductions of
$3,500 — $300 over the stan-
dard. On your 1979 return, you
could still take the standard
deduction of $3,400. Total for
the two years: $64900. If you
are in a 20 percent tax
bracket, you have just saved
$60.
MEAD FUND
NEW YORK (AP) — The
Margaret Mead Fund for the
Advancement of Anthropology
has raised more than $1.5
million toward a $5-million
goal, sponsors have an-
nounced.
Establishment of the fund
was announced Dec. 16, 1976.
It was created to honor her
long association with the
American Muieum of Natural
History.
The fund will support a
Margaret Mead Chair in
Anthropology, as well as the
redesign, renovation and







as your local agent
210 East Main
•753-0489











Bring-in your old shoes and get $5.00 off a tiair of nylon or
leather shoes.
Selected Styles
Shoes Nsst. Si4es )
of Puma, Nike, •Vlidas Sz Converse
will be invited to mail or phone
in pledges to the station,
where volunteers will be
answering telephones and
aqgovrtng with the campaign.
The station raised more
than $2,500 in its first on-air
fundraising campaign in
February. That money has
been used to purchase a daily
children's program, a
package of old radio comedies
and dramas, and a daily








special features. Among the
special features will be a
classical music quiz.
Listeners will have an op-
portunity to identify a corn-
position and win a new
recording of the selection.
Friday — 6 to 10 am.,
grassroots music specials,
including bluegrass, folk,
blues and country; 10 a.m. to
noon, music of the big bands;
noon to 2 p.m., Broadway
Show-Stopping Tunes, with
Richard Valentine and Joe
Jackson of the Murray
Community Theatre as hosts;
2 to 10 p.m., live marathon
concert from the WKMS
studios, with some segments
simulcast on Channel 11 in
Murray; and 10 p.m. to1 a.m.,-
Nostalgia Festival of eight old
radio shows from the 1930s
and MON.
Saturday — 7 a.m. to 10
p.m., "Classical Top-40,"
featuring some of the best-
loved works of classical
music; and 10 p.m. to 2 a.m.,
eight more vintage radio
programs from radices golden
years.
Sunday — 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.,
continuation at the "Classical
Tap-40," with the 20 top
favorite selection& as deter-
mined by a WKMS-FM
audience poll; and 10 p.m. to 2
a.m., Celebration of Jazz, a
musical tribute to America's
only original art form — jazz.
WKMS broadcasts at 91.3 on
the FM dial and serves
listeners in West Kentucky
and parts at Tennessee,
Missouri, and IllinoUi. It is
nonprofit and noncommercfal
and is affiliated with the
National Public Radio net-
work.
The s;ation offers a regular
program service consisting of
classical music, lint,
bluegrass, public affairs and




We are in to our fifth year in the sporting goods business
in Murray and we would like to take this opportunity to
thank our many customers in the area. We have expanded
and remodeled our store on Chestnut Street to house the
largest selection of shoes and warmups in the area. During
this "customer appreciation sale" we are reducing all
school jackets, warmups zind all our leather and nylon
Marvin Keil, E. W. Dennison, Eddie Hunt
Pick from these famous lines: Adidas, Court Casual, White
Stag or Winning Ways. Sizes Boys Small Thru Men's X-
Lar
athletic shoes by $5.00, when you bring in your old shoes.
Come by and visit us and take advantage of these
bargains and many more during the sale which lasts until
Nov. 22. This is the perfect time to get that Christmas gift
"for that sport in your life."
Eddie Hunt and E. W. -Dennison
Choose from the:A. brands: Puma, Adidas, Nike, Converse,
Tretorn, Tiger, Brooks, Tred-2, Pro-Keds, Head and Fred
Perry
Tiger, Laker School Jackets, Caps and Gym Bags for all
area schools. We have sizes to fit any youngster. Jacket
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be reached on 753-
1916ond 753-191 7
FOR Vy AT K re4S Products,
contact Hotman Jones, 217 S.
1 Ith , phone 753 3128. , 
INTIOVES
Parts for dinner bells,
telephones and aladdin lamps
Antique oak hall tree, oak







4 milesS °alarms° 141
GOD LOVES AND WANTS to






1 block born Univer-
sity. Call 733-1812 or
7594909.
MARY K COSMETIC Sale
Open house, pre Christmas
-sale. 10 to 25 percent ott_
SaLturday Nov 11 10-4
refreshments served.
Maplewood Estates, onemile
East 94 Call 759 1667 
WHAT WE do best is -care.
Meech Int, 7534333. 
WE NOW HAVE THE Love
Studio negatives If you hied
pictures made at Love's
during the past 25 years. we
can supply you with reprints.
Carter Photographic Studio,























give one third of
the crop. Call 436-
5812 or see




used in construction, on 12th
near Chestnut. Owner can
call 753-7869 and identify. 
HOME AWAY FROM LOST: 
MAN'S BROWN
HOME. For elderly person in 
Wallet. Vacin1ty of
State Approved Licensed 
University branch Bank of




LOST DOG. Brown spotted
half breed, blind dog. S. 7th
St. Reward. Call 753-5949
after 3:30 pm. 
6.HELP WANTED . 
DEPENDABLE LADY to
live in and care for lady
invalid. Time off, salary,
room and board. 759.1661; 
NEED RESPONSIBLE
person to sit in my home 4















Full time and part
time, day and night,
male and female.
Must be 18 years old.
Apply in person only.
No phone calls. .
HELP WANTED To oversee
furnished 3 room apartment
US ear,...hiArite tor reasonaltle
rent Heat: and water fur-
nished Retiree or retired
couple. 502 235 5902.
KILL FLOOR MAN Must
have some experience. Apply
in person, Paris Meat
Processing, Old Murray Rd_.
Paris. Tenn. 38242 
STUFFERS & MAILERS








salary, benefit's, must meet
Ilse public well. Send _com
plate resume, address and
phone number to P.O Box
596, Murray, Ky. 42071 
WANTED FIELD MAN for
Cabinet Shop. Apply 1203
Story Ave. 
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY 
EL SOMBRERO. Own your
own highly profitable
Mexican restaurant.
Investment of $29,500 in-
cludes: fixtures, equip.ment,
training program and Grand
Opening. Not a fast-food
operation, but a quality
family restaurant featuring
unique Mexican dishes. For
information call Mr. Dickson
316-590-2215
TEXAS REFINERY CROP.
offers plenty of money plus
cash bonuses, fringe benefits
to mature individual in
Murray area. Regardless of
experience, write C. J Pate,
Pres., Texas Refinery Corp.,




We ere owe writing inweitce'
00 mobile bermes, with 3 dif-
ferent easapenies. For but
noes confect 11011mie In.





serving West Kentucky and
Tennessee. Representing
GOLDEN RULE LIFE INS.




14. WANT TO BUY
"190 AMP FUSE BOX and 4
used 220 electric wall
heaters Call 436-2289 after 5
pm.
3 DEEP FREEZERS, VS
each. Call 759-4895. 
F MEW DOD fall SALE.
Call 436-2751. 
FOR SALE: Kenmore
washing macine. Call 753-
5618.
FOR SALE. Cheap, upright
clothes washer in good
conditon. Call 753-4876. 
LEATHER COAT. Size 17-18,
$115 for a $200 coat only worn
three times. Call 753-697Q
between 9 and 4. 
TWO USED CASH registers,
$25. each or best offer. 20 used
truck tires. 825 and 900, 510
each. Murray Ford Tractor,
759-495. 
USED BOYS clothing, Sizes
12 and la, Call 
VIOLETS AND A few plants.
F rom $.50 to S3. Call 435-4397.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS 
FOR SALE: Brown vynil
studio sofa. Call 753-8685. 
TWO PIECE Living room
' suite, gold, couch needs
upholstering, makes bed.
Chair good condition, S35. 4
mag wheels and tires, 2-60's
and 2-70's, $125. Call 489-2162
after 5 pm. 
TWIN MATTRESS & BOX
Springs, $10. 2 twin beds,
dresser and night stand,
needs refinishing, $75.
Trundle bed, 545. 2 bean bag
chairs, $.5 each, toy box, 15.
Call 753-8670.
We Bey, Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Ap-
pliances





Service in Paducah call 1




tractor, 150, 400 hours. Also a
John Deere front end loader,
5' bushhog. Call 753 5618. 
1972 NEW HOLLAND 975
combine. 4 row bean and
corn header. Call 901 782
3442 John Weiher Jr., Rt. 1,
Cottage Grove, Tenn. 38224. 
PLOW & DISC to fit 8, 10 or 12




new, $24. Call 753-0271 after 5
Pm- '
FOR SALE: Marlin 1" 12
gauge pump. 2 barrels-both
with ribs, $185. Also reel to
reel tape recorder and
dressmakers form. 753-1866. 
PRO 45 V.H.F. high low
scanner, Glenfield Martin 22
caliber rifle. Call 753-0271.
22. MUSICAL 
' BALDWtN- PIANOS and
organs, used pianos. Lonardo
Piano Co., across from Post
Office, Paris, TN.
OLD EMBOSSED greeting
cards Dated before 1925.
Call 753-0427 after 5:30 Pm -
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
2 ATLAS 'MUD & SNOW
tires. G 7811. Used for 500'











AWAIT YOU AT BIG K!
• ARE YOU A COLLEGE GRADUATE'
• DO YOU HAVE RETAIL MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE?
• ARE YOU A MATURE ADULT WHO IS A SELF STARTER
LOOKING FOR AN EXCITING, CHALLENGING, SECURE
FUTURE WITH A GROWTH COMPANY. RECOGNIZED AS
A LEADER IN THE SOUTHEAST'
IF YOU POSSESS ONE OR ALL OF THE ABOVE QUALIFI-
CATIONS, WE WOULD LIKE TO DISCUSS YOUR FUTURE
WITH US. TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE OPPORTUNITIES
FOR PERSONAL GROWTH AND ADVANCEMENT WITH A
VERY PROGRESSIVE, PEOPLE ORIENTATEDRETAIL DIS-
COUNT STORE FIRst, SEE OUR STORE ,MANAGER AT
YOUR NEAREST BIG K OR BIG KEDNARDS STORE, OR
FORWARD A DETAILED R6SUNE IN STRICT CONFIDENCE
TO
DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL
KUHN S-BIG K STORES CORP
P.O. BOX 5861, NASHVILLE, TN. 37228
Arit Arroksi 44,01.41:14144.4414,141441L-....aewsrusb.s.









1-0 Him Peary 25 rs.




Ph* Pas last NI
' Rim Ow free Gift
Mos Ow free trechwe
Seed $3.1S set 25' postage
JIM DeN141140 I, CO.
Sams. Ifir4 vi.lerat Wimpy
Strolloo. 1114418
23. EXTERMINATING
NOW IS ONE OF THE best
times to spray under and
around your home, bugs,
spiders, eft kind.s of ihaeSts
aod pests are looking ,fa-r- a
place to hibernate-under
your home, It's warm, they
are out of the bad weather
This makes a perfect home
for all kinds of insects. Do not
delay. Call today. Prevention
is far cheaper than repairs.
Kelly's Termite and Pest








and processing. Meat aged to
Suit your specifications. Call
901-642-8201. 
TOPPER -FOR EL CAMINO.
r Fits 1973 through 1977.
Portable gas Bar-B-Q grill.
Phone 753-4520 after 5 pm. 
28. TV-RADIO _
i
CB RADIO, Ham equipt-
Merit, Linears. Call 474-274. 
COLOR TV'S! Want a -new
25" color tv at a bargain? We
have 3 with damaged
cabinets- -works perfect and
fully Warranted. Clayton's




cabinet, $100. Call 436-5366
* after? pm.
LARGE CUSTOM made
walnut stereo cabinet with
seperete speaker. TEAC 4000
reet-its reel -tape f4kOriiir
turn table and amplifier,.
many tapes. $550. 7S3-0476. 
3 PORTABLE COLOR tv'S.
$75 each. 10 console, some
are remote control, $125.
Some black and white for $25
to 150. Refrigerators $25 to
$75 Murray Ford Tractor,
759-4895. 
PANA SONIC, AM-FM, 11-
track. recorder, record
player, turn table, stand for
speakers. Call 7S3-86511. - • 
SISSON'S ZENITH Now open
Friday nights till 9. Drive
and save at Sisson's Zenith
for the 1978 close out sale. 19
miles west of Murray on hwy
94. Phone 1 382-2174. 
STEREO FOR SALE.
Receiver, turn table and two
speakers. Best offer. Call
753-7228.
SHURE VOCAL MASTER
PA system. Gibson guitar.
Call after 5 pm, 753-2317. 
27. MOB. HOME SALES 
FOR SALE, 12 X 60 2 BR,
extra nice. Call 489.2774 
FOR SALE BY OWNER: 2
BR, mobile home, located SE
of Murray. Includes 90 X230
ft. lot, central heat and air,
fireplace, paved driveway, 2
car garage, tool shed, patio
and much more Must be
seen to be appreciated,
$11,900. Call 753-0716. Shown
by appointment only.
1972, 2 BR, gas, completely
furnished, harvest gold
appliances, new carpet,
drapes, large bath, un.
derpenning, S4700. Call 753-
4074 or 753-1877. 
FOR
SALE
Nice 2 BR trailer, 12 ft.








Call 753-4171 for fur-„
ther information.
FOR SALE: Mobile _home
parts. Anchors, Kool Seal
Top dressing, locks of all
types, paralyzer tear gas,
new doors for mob ,le homes,
keys cut, all different keys.
Open 5 days a week. Hale
Lock Shop. Call 753 5980. 
FOR SALE, 12 x 64 Baywood
trailer, very nice. Call 7S9-
1135 after 5 pm. 
1974 LAWRENCE 'Mobile
Home, All electric, furniture,
underpenning, power pole,
air condition4r, carpeting,
55000. Call 436-5830. 
12 X 60 moSILE HOME. 2
bedroom, al/ electric, new
carpet throtghout, washer,
dryer, refrigerator, air
conditioner, 5.4900. Call 753-
3143. 
10 X 50 CHAMPION mobile
home, _excellent condition.
Call 436-2647 after 5 Pm
For Sale
-6.5, bedr-oom
trailer, and , I
central heat and air,
approximately 2
years old, well in-
sulated. Phone 753-
n5865ightsd. aYs, 753-9586
10 X 482 41f4,•S2000 or best
offer. Call 753-2570 after 4
Pm-
1971 12 X 60, 2 BR trailer. AN
electric,- furnished, un-
derpenned, central air,
metal storage building, good
condition. Call 753-5502 after
4 pm.
21. MOB. HOMER ENTS 
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile hofne spaces for rent
at Riveria Courts. Call 753-
3280.
NICE 2 BR mobile home in
small court Large yard, one
or two persons only. Call 753
8216 after 5 pm. . 
;TRAILER FOR RENT.
Mobile Home Village, Call or
see Larry Cunningham, 753-
4521. 
12 X 602 BR, central heat and
air, new carpet and. fur-
niture. Can be seen between 8
am and 5 pm, Shady Oaks






Sonny & Vodo Puckett's
BARN RESTAURANT
& GENERAL STORE
Sorth Wee, Tenn 901-419-313e
• • •
V4iitl 14.11e Cl' ,,..A knniVef ouSE, I
4bra" "I" rikl:unridoy, November 12th
Io Hell) Us "e
01.1 D OPtn n
2:00 to 5:00P.M. •
At Sonny & Vodo Puckett's
Barn Restaurant & General Store
For all our friends and customers ond those who hove not hod on
opatdoy afternoon of punch ond cake ond music by Scotty Davis
unity to see the "Born", our entire staff cordially invites you to
Bell at the organ Ow General Store will be open ond loaded to therafters with beautiful merchandise, so take your time and browsethrough the entire "Born" including o personal tour of our livingquarters
Mori this dote on your colerVai. Sunday, Noventlwr 12th. WerlFbe-1,) looking for you
Ara
Sor/ny arid Vodo
SPECIAL EVENTS COMING SOON:
"Fashion Dinner ShowsIt
• Ikea., Nov. Ht Foto kers Bridal Shop - Mortis
• Twos., Nov. list - ikaffsony Foshirs - Felton




Papabear model, brand new,
.13120..Ca1L434.434.6.-attsor-7-pm. 
FOR SALE. 3 month old'
19,000 latu air ;conditioner.
Frigidaire. Used one week,
$330. Call 753-4736. 
WARM MORNING coal or
wood stave. Cali 753.2964. 
WARM MORNING Coal or
wood. $75. Call 436-2292. 
32. APTS. FOR RENT
APARTMENT FOR Sub-'"
rent. Totally furnished, in
cluding all appliances, dishes
and linens, one bedroom
Call Maxine at 762-2315 only
between land 5:30 today. 
FURNISHED APARTMENT
FOR Rent. Large kitchen,
living room, bedroom
combine-I ioni $100, pt -
utilities. Located at 304 N.
4th., upstairs. Call 753-0367. 
FURNISHED SMALL
APARTMENT, on Blood
River Lake. $60 per month.
Call 436-2427. 
FOR RENT: 3 room apar-
tment, furnished. No pets or
children. Available now. Call
437-4462.
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
ROOM FOR RENT. 2 blocks
from university._ $60. plus
utilities. Call 436-2411. 
34. HOUSES FOR RENT 
3 BR HOUSE for rent.
Furnished or unfurnished.
Must have references. Call
435-4592 after 5 pm. 
FOR RENT: 3 BR house in
Hardin, stove furnished. No
pets, available now Call 437-
4462.
36. RENT OR LEASE 
GET SETTLED IN before
winter hits with this nice lot
for trailer near Whites
Camper Sales on 94 East, 3
mites from Murray, all
hookups, many trailers near
by. Only $28 per month. Call
753-7405 after 6 pm. 
OFFICE SPACE for rent, 505










$5.00 month. Boats, campers,
520.-up. 10 X 22 Sheds, 10
cents sq. ft.-up. 753-7400. 
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP. 
8 YEAR OLD GELDING. 14
hands tall, very gentle. Call




St. Bernard puppies. Only 4
left, $50 each. Need to sell
this week. 753-5696. 
A K C REGISTERED
Labrador, male. Good blood
lines, 5.50. Call 436-5366 after 7
pm.
BIRD-DOG FOR SALE. Well
broke, six years old, male,
Pointer. Call 753-0477 after 6
Pm-
MALE AFGHAN HOUND.
$175. Cell 753-0271 after 5 pm. 
POINTER _ PUPpf ES, $35
**kit Call 4913:Y234 or 498-
8273. 
PURE BRED GERMAN
Shepherd puppies, $30 each.
94 east turn by Carl Lee
Grocery onto Irvin Cobb Rd.,.
first white house on left -
Come after 4pm. 
SUDSBURY PARK. We
groom all breeds of small
and medium Clods. Located in
town for your convenience.
By appehntment only. Call
759 4140,9.5, Monday-Friday.
Now scheduling for holiday
grooming. 
SHEPHERD x DOBERMAN
puppies, $25.00. Good guard
dogs! Also want car tran-
swpo39rt. Trade? Evenings 759-
TWO BEAGLE HOUNDS.
21/2 years old. Call 753-5618. 
41. PU_BLIC SALES 
BIG GARAGE SALE, love
seat, clothes, nic-naks and
other items. Friday and
Saturday, nine houses paSt
Warner's Animal clinic on
oleAttit, A' GE SALE, 1503 Martin
Chaple Rd. Sat. Nov. 11, from




Sat. Penny, 5 miles, N. BetfY
Palmer's: 
MOVING SALE: Items of all
kinds Antique pedestal
table, hall vases. 216
Woodlawn, Wed. and Thur. 7
till dark.
4 PARTY YARD SALE. Fri.
and Sat. Nov. 10-11. 621
Broad Extended.
YARD SALE,' Nov. 11 and 12.
Off 121 hwy at New CottcorrI
on 444 about 2 miles. Many
items. tit
YARD SALE, Sat Nov. 11,
from 8 5, 629 Broad St.
Clothing, household items,
electric heater like new, also










and look out over the
lake from this new 3
2 bath home
located on Lakeshore
Drive in Keniana- Sub-
division. Has many ex-
tras, just let us show
you
Prebends /I twain's (ill
loe ItflOOff 434 5676
sue Nell 753 464
ye.•y Bet6 Smite 711 3110
met*t Prandmi 751 ?Sri
42 AC R ES-+ ON Asbury
Road, about 2 miles N. of
Coldwater _lb_ acres 000d
creek bottom, possession
with deed. Only $26,500.
Galloway Realty, 522 Main
St. Cal 753-5842.
BOYD-MAJORS."
1 REAL ESTATE753-8080 
"PrsionsisWisnripo
'via TherrisoRyTosch'









barn, etc. Chain 'Talk
fenced backyard.'
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
EXECUTIVE HOME
REALISTIC PRICE. There
are a lot of people who say
they would like to have an
attractive three bedroom two
bath home. y would
especially Ii have on
with a large ing room-
dining r ombination,
large eat hen with a lot
of cabin s, nice den with
firepla a wooden deck.
n be nice to haveIt wou
central s heat and air, but
a house with all of these
features would be too ex
pennsive. Right? Wrong! See
this new listing today. Priced
at $48,900. Phone KOP-






With The Fnendloiroisch •
RETIREES DELIGH-
T. . . A delightful set-
ting, 1 acre only 2
miles from lake, 2
bedroom mobile home









Estate, 105 N. 12th.
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY for sale
. Located ixt South 12th strset.
Ideal location for restaurant,
or any retail business. This is
a 137-, X 183' lot, prime
business location. 'Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753-
1222 for more information 
CRAZY CLYDE Plunks out
more money each month on
rent than his total monthly
payment would be if he
bought this 3 bedroom mobile
horne„„„ New car -
{Yet -underpinned and best of
all. .on private lot in town
near shopping centers and
schools. Call today and let us
tell you more. LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS at 753-1492
or Amos McCarty at 753-2249. ,
GE-T" "-P-ROM IN-
FLATION, Once in a lifetime
Investment opportunity
where Inflation is your friend
not your foe. Shopping center
for sale with owner financing
available and excellent tax
shelter. For details call or
contact Nelson Shroat co














OPPORTUNITY! Here's a 5
bedroom brick on quiet tree
lined street. Separate living
guests.. a' i irnelpalwasc oer,
space for pa
basemen w. .ed lot and





_REAava L.T.oia R5l:0753r lemar.ly oc-





iff, C " t. T */
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7611161
Thirteen miles




the last two years the
house has been com-
pletely redone from
the well and pump to





professionals to assist you in
Real Estate matters. If you
have a question regarding
any phase of real estate
activity, give us a call at 753-
1222, or stop by our con-
veniently located office a1711
'Main. We at KOPPERUD
REALTY want to be YOUR
Real Estate People. 
3 BEDROOM, 1/2 BA144,
near town. Nice deep lot in
area of nice homes but zoned
B-3 for the future. Ideal for
rental income. Priced at







bedroom brick on corner lot
at 1006 Fairlane , priced at








NO HOME - NO FUR-
NITURE! We have
both in this 2 BR, 1
bath home located on
North 16th Street just
off Hwy. 121 bypass.
Another plus-zoned for
lltBsiness at $11,500.
Weekends / Evenings CO
1,±r Kennon 436 5676
Bud Noll 753 4868
Mary Ilea Smith 751 3381
Hare! eisridor. 753 151)
Doe Tucker 753-1930
HOMES ARE LIKE SHOES!
Better if they lit! See if this
home doesn't fit.your needs!
3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick...ample sized rooms,
fenced in back yard, ap
pliances including-washer,
dryer and freezer. Be fair to
yourself, see this home







With Thr Frsendls Touch"
LONC; ESTABLISHE-
• D LOcALRUSINESS .























describes this new 3'
bedroom, 2 bath home
located in Hazel. Fireplace
with heatalator, built-in
appliances, custom built
cabinets, heat pump, trier.
mopane windows are only a
few of the quality features of











located ea hoes Mill Rd. 1
site west of Perrot in Hwy
Co. Hue 6 striped herb feaca
with treated pests, yew
rod teeter. Geed cattle







WHY PAY RENT? When you
can own this 3 bedroom brick
home at an affordable price.
Good home in quiet neigh-
borhOOd with lovely lanct
scaped yard. Backyard is
fenced and home is neat as a
pip throughout. All the work
Is already done for you, so
don't let this opportunity
pass. Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753,1272.
We not Time Of The Year
Again. Cold Weather Is Just
Around The Corner. So For All






Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PIICI NIAR CUT $1.50 1111Cf SHAVE $1.25






Floored and reody. Up to 12 x 24. Also hero style, attires, coffee's,
obile Lowe odors, Gni patios, or U BUILD, pre-cut completely reedy






15 Acres of wooded land
near Cypress- Springs
Boat Dock. Good for




On Old Murray - Paris
Road iiiatS tulle off 121
South. A nice lot with 280
k.ei of Highway fron-
tage and IV feet deep.
Reduced to $4,500. ,
Guy Spann 753-2587
T.0 Collie 753-5122 
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out. All the work
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2 BEDROOM. carpeted 1/2
acres atAlmo Heights, under
125,000. Call 153-7458.
-
44. HOMES FOR SALE 
COMPLETELY
REMODELED, 2 bedroom
tame,- now tieing offered- tar'
sale to, less than $20,000.
miles north on hwy 641. Call
474-2337 or 474-2323. 
FO SALEBY °WHEW- 3
bedroom home win full
basemen& fireplace and
kitchen with bay window.
Good location at 717 Elm
May be seen after 5.30 Pm
Kopperud Realty Is





Don Bailey has recently joined the staff at
Kopperud Realty specializing in farm properties
and residential sales, Bill Kopperud has an-
nounced.
Bailey, son of Mr. and Mrs. Martin Bailey Jr.,
. is a Murray native.
.. A Calloway County High graduate, Bailey
.z received his BS degree from Murray State
';University in 1974 where he majored in
'culture.
er graduation, Bailey left Murray to work
• for Southern States, a farmers cooperative, and
' later an engineering firm in Greenville, Ken-
tucky;
In March, 1977;bkreceived his Kentucky Real
Estate Salesman's Ileetise and sold actively in
Madisonville before ren.tly moving back to
Murray. .
Bailey is a member of the 4bay-Calloway
County Board of Realtors, Kentuckyciation
of Realtors and National Association of Rettlkoes.
Bailey is married and his wife Jane coor-
dinates the Outreach program at the local public
library. The Baileys are members of..the Flint
Baptist Church and reside at Route 3, Murray.
Kopperud Realty is locates! at 711, Main in 'The











46. HOMES FOR SALE
-FOR - SALE SY- --OWNER.
Leaving town must sell. 3
BR, 2 Bath, den, living room,
kitchen with dining area,
.101 nOry and garage. Storage






intercom, central heat and
air, patio, 2600 sq. ft. 556,000.
Call 753-01.7 ___fOr _. ap-
pointment. 
FOR SALE: 2 story clap
board house, 3 BR. Up-fully
carpeted with extra large-
bath plus sitting area. Solid
oak staircase and floors
clown. Forsmal dimng. weak.
fast room, _kitchen with
extrat, guest bedroom, full
bath, utility room and large
family room with wood  
burning fireplace. Wall,
paper through out. 2 car
garage and wood shed.
Situated on 155' X 250' lot,
appointment only. Owner
leaving town. 1504 Her•
mttage PI. 753-0110. 
HOUSE AND 20 acres, 3 or 4
bedroom, 2 bath, in Marshall
County. Call 345-8604. 
NO HOME•NO FUR-
NITURE! We have both in
this 2 bedroom, 1 bath 'home
locatbd on North 16th street
just off 121 Bypass. Another




PACK TONIGHT and be
ready for the weekend in this
completely furnished lake
front condominium, your for




51000. 2 bedroom, white
frame house in good location.
All appliances and drapries
go with house. Call 753-9924
after 3:30 pm. 
47. MOTORCYCLES
1973 HONDA, automatic,
$1200 or best offer. Call 753-
6531 or 759-1155. 
1975 250 HONDA and helmet,
$595, low miles. Call 759-4895,
Murray Ford Tractor, open
till 8 pm. 
1972 SL-350 HONDA. Has new
tires and battery, good
mechanical condition. Call
492-8102. 
YZ 175 YAMAHA, 1977 model
with trailer, tie downs and
helmet. Call 753-608_ _ 
1974 YAMAHA 650, a350,,Call.
49. USED CARS 
1973 AUDIE 100 GL.
Excellent condition. Low
' ileage, call Mayfield 247-
afte. 5 pm week days. 
1973 ICK LaSatire. Take
over pa nts. Call 743-2964. 
-1970 BUICK Skylark, poWei•
brakes and al good con-
dition. call 753-197 
1972 CADILLAC S
DEVILLE Loaded ' h
equipment, steel belie
radial tires, a real good car,
MA. Call 135.4.6217. 
1973 CHEVELLE S.S.,'swivel
bucket seats, AM•FM, 8-
track, wheels, new tires,
excellent condition. .1973
GMC one ton pickup. Call
436-5664. 
1971 DATSUN pickup, $895.
-1973 GMC Supef custom
pickup, air and power, $2195.
Calf 489-2595.
1964 2 DOOR Mercury
Comett. V-13, 289 motor, gOod
condition. Blue, bucket seats,
tires like new. Askiing $350.
Call 435-4585. 
1972 EL DORADO Cadalic,
perfect in every way. Show
room condition with 65,000
miles, $2000. call 336-5680. 
9 -PORL)- -FA tRt-At9E--5013;










DON'T NEED A LOT OF SPACE?
Just a real neat place? This compact 2 bdrm. home has large living rm., kit-
chen, attached garage, electric heat. Redecorate it to your liking. Locations
right and so is the price. Low 20's. Hurry On This One'
REAL COUNTRY LIVING
This nice 3 bedroom, B. V. home, electric heat, range, refrigerator, dishwashet,
all draperies included. Situated on 26 acres, highly productive crop land. Ex-
cellent outbuildings, barn, etc. In 60's.
Boyd-Majors
Real Estate
The Professional erYices With The Friendly Touch."
Warren Shropshire 753 8277 
105 North Audro Moody 753-9036Barbara Erwin 753 4136 'Homer Miller 753-7519
Reuben Pfloody 7s39036 12th Strew- - 5- "
43
C 11171 united Feature Syndicate Inc
.06
MY BUREAU 15 COMPLY1N
ANTI - INFLATION PROGRAM.
CLIP5 ARE BEING REDUCED
49. USED CARS
vice calls or in-shop repairs
of hydraulic parts, jack
rebuilding, prices starting at
$17.50. Hwy. 130 off 94 East.
Call 436 2788 
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774. 
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
caps installed, minor repair.
References furnished. Call
the Chimney experts. Magic
that Chimney Sweeps. 759-
48713._ _  
CAN'T GET thqse small jobs




small concrete Lobs. call 436-
-THE PAPER DO YOU need stumps
ONE- removed from your yard or
-THIRD. II 
1973 Grand Torino, 351
engine, good condition. Call
anytime 436-2282. 
1978 MERCURY COUGAR,
very low miles, extras,
galore, loaded. Like new car
for $6500. Will sell or trade.
Call 753-5273. 
1974 MUSTANG II MACH I,
one owner, excellent con
diton. Call Jan bet ore 8 am or
after 5 pm. 753-3069. 
1968 MUSTANG, 6 cylinder,
good condition, 8 track tape,
$550. Call 753-0321 after 3:30
pm.
1974 MONTI CARLO with
53,000 miles. Runs good, body
in great shape with new paint
job, $2000. Call 436-5680. 
'38 OLDSMOBILE, 2-door,
$3200. Call 753-5744.
1977 OLDS 98 Regency, 31,000
miles, loaded with extras.
Phone after 5:30 pm._ 759-
4783. 
1972 OLDS, Toronado, 62,000
miles, AM-FM, tape, new
tires, good condition, best
reasonable offer. Call 492-
8322. 
1976 OLDS 'AMEGA, 4-door,
small V-8, automatic, $1895.
1973 Mavrick, 6 cyl.,
automatic, air, $1050. Call
489-2595. 
1971 PINTO AS IS, for $100.
Can be seen at 94 east, turn
on Irvin Cobb Rd., first white
house on left.
1970 PONTIAC GRAND
PRIX, good condition, white
with black vinyl roof. Black
interior, needs motor and
some body work. Power and
air, sell for best offer. Call
753-3855. 
PONTIAC 'GTO 1968, white
with btack interior, good
conditon, one owner, $1200.
C4'111.247-1498. 
1974 REGENCY 98. 60,000
miles, runs and drives
rfect, sharp car, 51900.
Call 416-5680. 
1972 RALLY NOVA. Very
sharp, automatic, air, power
steering. Cark,_be seen at
Cains AMC or pTforie 436-2524
or 436-5496.
WrTH 11-1E2562 after 5 pm. 
49. USED CARS
1967 VALVO. Good conditon,
new tires, $450. Call 753-9371.
SO. USED TRUCKS 
1968 CHEVROLET pickup,
V8, short bed. Call 753-4358. 
1974 CHEVROLET, 2-wheel
drive and a 1975 Chevrolet 4-
wheel drive. Can be seen at
806 Coldwater Rd. 
1952 CHEVY 11/2 ton flat bed
truck, $290 or will trade for
two wheel trailer, wagon,
chain-saw, etc... Call 436.
5536. 
1955 FORD 44 TON pickup,
$100. 1973 International
pickup, 1/2 ton, V-8,
automatic, $1295. Murray
Ford Tractor, 759 4895. 
1975 FORD Econoline truck
Parcel delivery. Assume
payments. Call 753-5964. 
1969 FORD VAN. 3 speed
with Craigars. Funs good.
Call 753-3742. 
1974 MODEL TANDEN
dump truck. Call 753.5618. 
1974 4-WHEEL DRIVE
Dodge Ram Charger,




come out and take a look.
White's Camper Sales, your
local Starcraff dealer.
Complete line of parts and
accestories. Non toxic an-
tifreeze 53.99-per clamor/Om 4.
4 miles from Murray on 94
East. Call 753-0605 
TRAVEL TRAILER, 29 FT.
Holiday Rambler Complete
with air conditioner, sway
bar, road leveler and
receiver. Excellent con-
dition, $5500. Call 435-4265
after 7 pm. 
52. BOATS & MOTORS 
12' ALUMINUM BOAT_7 hp
Mercury motor. Call 753-
5618.
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or BobKerrip.  AI&
4343
DRIVEWAYS. & PARKING
areas white rocked and
graded. Free estimates, Call
Clifford Garrison, 753.5429
after 4 pm 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310 for






753-2310 for free estimates. 
INSULATION! BLOWN IN,
fiberglass. Call 7591820 after
5 pm. Call 1-247-8986 collect
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
APPLIANCE REPAIR and
refrigeration work. Also
small electrical jobs. Call
753:0762 after 5 pm.
53. SERVICES OFFERED  53' SERVICES OFFERED
.._1...,ENSED ELECTRICIANBY A R_S_ BR 0 THER.S_11. IT0TratiOn "Witt doGeneral home remodeling, am INI!3 'plumbing, heating and sewerframing, aluminum siding, cleaning. Call 753-7203. gutters. and zootioa. Call I-
395 4967 or T:3C62 4895!  LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,









, P.O. Box 531
Phone: 75.34626 -
No lob too small
24 hour service
LOCAL HAULING and
moving. Most anything. Call
Ed, 436-2658. 
NEED FIRE WOOD? Call
George Landolt at 753-8170 or
John Boyer at 753-8536. 
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753-8170. 
PIANO TUNING and repair
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753-3682 or 753











at 10:00 a.m. at Canter's Grocery in Lynn-
ville, Ky.
A complete line of groceries, hardware, and fix-
tures. One 10' Tyler meat case, one 7' McCary meat
and dairy case, one 8' Hussman produce case, Sim-
pson true weight scales, globe meat slicer, wedge,
square and counter top glass show case, R.C. drink
box, ice cream box, air compressor, and some an-
tiqies such aargerad oak Lae-bazi-lautmeallyellispley- -
case, old National cash register, one good Franklin
wood stove, old gas lights,. nail kegs, many more'.
items.
This will be an all day sale. Eats and drinks




For more information call Dan Miller 435-4144 Lynn
Grove, Ky.
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
ROOF I HG. excellent
&essences.. Call _Lajas
151149iliWn 7 Arn-and 1.30 otn,
ask for Shelley. --
ROOF I NG, FLAT or
shingles, water proofing and
mobile homes. 15 years
experience. Call 415-4173. 
SAVE ENERGY. Blown in
or bats insulation. TVA
material approved. FFee
estimates, Cadiz Dry Wall
Contractors Inc. Cadiz, Ky.
Call (502) 924-554V 
SMALL DOZER-Spreading,
leveling, back fitting. Cott
753 7370 
SEW FOR PUBLIC. Have
experience. Call 753-7347.
11.
53. SER VICES OFF  ERED 
SINGLE AXLE DUMP-
vsk4. will haut. sena.-
rock, etc ...Call 1,365-6116 ask
for Mike. 
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran
teed. Call or write Morgan_
Consruction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, Ky.;
42001. Phone day or night I-.
442-7026. 
WILL SA81'51'144 CHILD, iq
my home week days. Age




Sigma Chi A.O. pledge class .
753-7395, 753-4717 or 767-23,41. -
BARKUYIJIKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other -interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 42301
PHONE
502-685-4961
AGMT Fl imf t ba5tecre,0,15b,u000i t mi n itcesE




Join The Gtoup,SILVER 1978 Toyota Celica
1973 TOYATO, $595. GMC
Sprint, full power and air,
make offer. Murray Ford
Tractor, 759-4895. • 
1977 TRANS AM. Double
power and air. AM-FM tape,
25,000-- miles, 4-speed tran
smissiOn, $5800 Call 753-8730
or 753-6965 aft,  5 pm.
T971-TRuNotRBiRG, 9,000
miles, $6250. Call 489-2242 or
49-2233 after 5 pm. 
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. The Greek Corner
Sugar & Spice Boutique
Rental Space Available
Call 753-3018 After 5 PM
REAL ESTATE
HELP WANTED
We are in need of Licensed Real Estate
Brokers te Sales People, including man and wife
teams, in any town or village in Ky. or Tenn. up
to 100 miles from Paris Landing. We will help
you get started. Come, call or write our Home Of-
fice, J.H. AUSTIN, Southland Real Estate, Box
233, Clarksville, Tenn. 37040. Located on 41A and
79 Hwys. At Market St. Phone 552-6831.
BIG ANTIQUE•
AUCTION SALE
641 Auction Noun, Friday, Now. 10
Round mahogany .t-tnte-f thble; small Victorian
type table,, cherry open arm chair, parlor- table,
primitive wash stand, high chair, cherry finished
desk, sewing machine, copper coal hod, walnut 34
bed, mixed wood dresser, assorted depression
glass, kitchen safe, small curved glass china
cabinet, leather top coffee and step table, picture
frames, old spindle back dining chairs, 2 kerosene
lamps, dresser lamps, kitchen ware, churn lids,
jars and mixing bowis, baskets, cast iron heater,
four maple dining chairs, wagon seat, old toys,
dolls, set of buggy harness.
JAMES E. TRAVIS
#278 Auctioneer









LISTED THIS WEEK AT -
KOPPERUD REALTY
IN A HURRY FOR
A GOOD BUY?
Then this home is for you! Immediate occupance:
on this energy-efficient tri-level home with cen-
tral gas heat, fireplace in &n, and attractve
corner-lot location on quiet residential street.
Lots of home for the money. Priced in the 50's
711 Main
Murray, Ky.
ONE OF THE NICEST
Country homes we've seen! Located only 2 miles
from Murray on a large beautifully wooded lot,
this house is truly "neat as a pin!" Large 2-car
carport, cozy den with fireplace, tastefully
decorated 3 bedroom, 2 bath home that you could
move into without adding a thing. Let us show




The sign went up yesterday! Owner being tran-
sferred out of state, so here's your opportunity
for a comfortable and roomy home at a realistic
price. Economic central gas heat, central air
and 2400 square feet of living area which includes
storage areas galore, built-in bookcases and
desks in bedrooms, sewing room, den, living
room, plus a 19' x'29' family room with loyely
fireplace. Private fenced patio with gas grill ad-
ds that extra nice touch that totals up to a fine
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• Cold Winter Months
Ahead'
SCARVES
ROAST 'N RACK ROASTER
• Re-useable super aluminum
• Turkeys.Hams.and Roasts
















• 1-01. Covered Saucepan
• 2-0t. Covered Saucepan
• 10" Open Fry Pan




Shop Fred's new Fall & Winter 'CATALOG
HOER PLAN...Our Newest Way To Help
You Buy First Quality Merchandise At
Big Savings! NO CHARGE For Freight,
Handling, Insurance, Interest...You
Pay Only Purchase Price. Catalog
Available At Your Nearest
FRED'S Store.
GM INFANT LOVE SEAT
Tqe Gm Love Seat IS for babies from tlftth
to 20 pounds The seat has its Own
adjustable harness and is secured by the
cars lap belt Love Seats are built of
tough, durable polypropylene and have
vinyl covered foam padding They were
designed and dynamic-tested by General
Motors safety engineers in conjunction
with medical authorities, pediatricians
and health experts
THE RALLY SUPREME TABLE
TENNIS TABLE
• Combination safety brace)
alignment brace secures
upright position for playback
and roll-away and provides
for proper alignment of table
halves in playing posiiton
• Simply install 8 baits and
insert casters into inner legs
• Usable with all conven-tional
net brackets
MAMIYA DELUXE 35 mm OUTFIT
• NC 1000 compact 35 mm
automatic SLR camera • 50
mm Ill 7 multi-coated lens
• Elasticized waist strap
• Shutter speed priority
automatic • The NC ic90 is
a snap to operate Even if
-never -taken-y-15-mm
picture before, you can learn
Under changing light the basics of NC 1000
conditions exposure operation in less than a






• Broils hamburgers, steaks, hot dogs, etc • Energy saving
automatic oven • .Automatic toaster toasts 4 slices of most
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Also available 4-Piece Fire Sets 14.96 to 18.57.
SCHOOLHOUSE
REGULATOR CLOCK
A full-sized replica of an American
all-time favorite. Features swinging.
pendulum Hour and half-hour
strike. Bull's-eye calendar hand
automatically moves forward to
indicate date. Oak color with strike



















• Men's Three-Suiterj holds 3 suits,









• Sllows in color on
color TVS
VIDEO COMPUTER TAPES 1488
Air/Sea Battle, Space War, Outlaw, Video Olympics,
Breakout, Homerun, Basketball, and Blackjack.
SEE YOUR COP CLERK FOR DETAILS.
7.4
See Page 192
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